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Preface 
 

This account started out as an exercise in trying to establish a simple chronology of events experienced 
by Warrant Officer John Eric Milner Kay, RAF No.999859, during his time in Greece as a radio & radar 
technician.  The sources upon which the initial investigations were based consisted of a collection of black 
& white photographs taken by Eric before, during and/or after his six month sojourn in that country, plus a 
couple of relevant letters.  These were supplemented by a set of colour photos taken at the annual 
Remembrance re-union in Kalamata in 2004.  All the above items, supplied by Eric’s daughter Georgie, 
were used to produce a reasonably accurate framework of times, people, places and events that Eric 
would have known, recognised and remembered.  Various backdrops to Eric’s central role have been 
included in the story that follows in order to more fully demonstrate the wider context in which he was 
playing his part, both militarily and scientifically, and of which he would have been very much aware.  
Neither of these considerations should be underestimated, each in their way had a crucial pivotal role in 
determining the outcome of the Second World War. 
 
However, having written up the account utilising Georgie’s source data, a second set of Eric’s 
contemporary photographs and more recent relevant communications were made available by another of 
his daughters, Bridget.  Most of these confirmed and expanded the original account deduced from 
Georgie’s collection.  Many added welcome new details, and one or two threw up intriguing contradictions.  
But whose memory does not sometimes play highly convincing tricks, particularly after so many years? 
 
Having completed the first stab at Eric’s Greek story before gaining access to Bridget’s sources, and 
having found nothing major to correct or redirect the essential framework established from Georgie’s 
information, I have decided simply to supplement and expand the original as and where necessary, 
without changing the overall format or sequence of the basic initial account.  The additional information 
gained from Bridget’s sources, above and beyond Georgie’s, are identified with yellow highlight thus.  This 
applies to both text and photographic data. 
 
At certain points in the exercise I have taken the liberty of making a few personal comments and 
observations of my own, where relevant or of possible further interest.  These are depicted in bold blue 
font thus.  At other points of very pertinent and particular relevance to Eric I have highlighted statements 
in green thus. 
 
Any constructive comments, criticisms and corrections would be very welcome, as would any further 
relevant information which would enlarge, confirm and/or embellish the account as described below. 
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1 Historical Context 
 
Outlined below are a few significant dates and events which would have an increasingly critical influence 
on Eric Kay’s experiences during the first couple of years of the Second World War.  They would also 
come to echo, directly or indirectly, down through the ensuing decades of post-war family life.  All the 
children of such men will, like it or not, have been influenced to some extent by the actions that took place 
on the global stage during the 1930s and 40s.  Outlined below are a series of historical facts that trace the 
expansionism of the Fascist regimes in Europe which seriously concerned those who were able to see 
what the threats could mean to the free world if left unchecked. 
 
Fortunately for us (then and thereafter) some of those visionaries were members of the scientific 
community as well as the military and political.  They all managed to get it together just in time - but as 
Wellington would have said of the Battle of Britain and the subsequent abandoning of Hitler’s Operation 
Sealion plans for the invasion of southern England - “it was a damn close run thing!” 

 
1.1 Political & Military Developments 
 
30 Jan 1933  Adolf Hitler appointed Chancellor of German Weimar Republic 
17 July 1936  Hitler & Mussolini actively support Franco at start of Spanish Civil War 
15 Mar 1939  Germany occupies politically weak Czechoslovakia 
7 April 1939  Italy invades Albania and threatens Greece 
1 Sep 1939  Germany invades Poland 
3 Sep 1939  Britain declares war on Germany 
4 Sep 1939  Britain sends Expeditionary Force to France 
9 April 1940  Germany invades Norway & Denmark 
10 May 1940  Germany invades Holland 
11 May 1940  Germany invades Belgium 
14 May 1940  Germany moves into northern France 
27 May 1940  Withdrawal from Dunkirk starts 
3 June 1940   Withdrawal from Dunkirk ends 
10 June 1940  Italy declares war on Britain & France 
17 June 1940  Paris falls, France surrenders to the Germans 
Aug - Sep 1940  Battle of Britain - we would almost certainly have lost and been invaded  
   by Germany if not for Chain Home radar detection to guide the fighter  
   defence 
13 Sep 1940  Italy invades Egypt across the Libyan desert 
 

 
 

Fig 1a:  “Airmen in tropical kit disembarking, Sep 1940”, almost certainly in Port Suez 
(see also Fig 6c) 
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28 Oct 1940  Italy attacks Greece from Albania (but is held till March 1941) 
 

“After some initial successes, the invader was stopped by the Greek Army and 
thrown back to his jump off positions. During the second phase of the operation 
the Greeks opened an offensive on 14 November, drove deep into Albanian 
territory, and threatened Valona, the principal Italian supply port. During this 
period the British were unable to provide any immediate assistance. In November 
their ground forces in the Middle East were fully extended by the British effort to 
stop the Italian invasion of Egypt. The Royal Air Force operated on a shoestring. 
But even if long-range bombers had been readily available, they could not have 
been sent to Greece on short notice because no facilities for servicing and 
maintaining them existed in that country. Moreover, there were no airfields 
suitable for modern bombers. 
 
In addition to these military complications there arose a political one. Determined 
to avoid any action that might lead to German intervention, the Greek 
government refused to permit the Royal Air Force to survey sites for new airfields 
north of the line Mount Olympus-Gulf of Arta in the northern region of Greece.” 

 
2 Nov 1940  Britain sends initial token RAF & military support to Greece from Egypt 

   

 
 
1 Mar 1941  Bulgaria joins Axis and permits German military occupation 
 

“When German troops officially entered Bulgaria during the first four days of 
March, the British reacted promptly by embarking an expeditionary force in 
Alexandria. Several squadrons of the Royal Air Force as well as anti-aircraft units 
had been operating in Greece during the previous months. From the British point 
of view it was not feasible to desert the Greeks now that forces were available 
after the North African victories.  
 
The British fully realized that their prestige would suffer a crushing blow if the 
expeditionary force had to be evacuated in another Dunkirk, but even this 
possibility seemed preferable to leaving Greece to its fate. In a report Mr. Eden 
and his military advisers sent to London at the beginning of March, they summed 
up the situation by stating that there was a ‘reasonable fighting chance’ and, with 
a certain amount of luck, a good opportunity ‘of perhaps seriously upsetting the 
German plans.’ Even so, there can be no doubt that political factors over-
shadowed military considerations in the British decision to send an expeditionary 
force to Greece.” 

Fig 1b:  “R.A.F. personnel 
newly landed in Greece from a 
British warship, Nov 1940” 
(almost certainly in Piraeus, 
Port of Athens) 
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March 1941  Britain & Empire send 60,000 troops to Greece to counter German threat 
6 April 1941  Germany invades Yugoslavia & northern Greece from Bulgaria 
April 1941  German overwhelming mechanised army and Luftwaffe pour south, 
   British rear-guard actions ineffectual 
25-28 April 1941 50,000 British troops evacuated from southern Pelopennese ports by RN 
   to Crete and/or Egypt 
28-29 April 1941 Final battle & defeat at Kalamata, 8,000 men ordered to surrender into  
   captivity as Prisoners of War 
 
Personal touches: 
 
Evacuated from Kalamata: Eric Kay; Jim Kelso (my uncle); Edwin Horlington (founder member  
    of the Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek Campaigns) 
Captured at Kalamata:  Norman Scott (my father); Sam Brearley (his & my friend) 
 

 
 
 Fig 2:  Classic German Blitzkreig of Greece - just 23 days between crossing the Bulgarian 

border and the final surrender at Kalamata 
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1.2 Scientific & Technological Developments 
 
1931   “Woolwich Research Station of the Army’s Signals Experimental Establishment  
   examined pulsed 600 MHz (50-cm) signals for detection of ships. Although they 
prepared a memorandum and performed preliminary experiments, for undefined reasons the War Office 
did not give it consideration.” 
 
26 Feb 1935  The Daventry Experiment - 
   “The test was carried out in a field outside the BBC transmitter near Daventry.  An 
old RAF Heyford biplane bomber was used as a target. The detection equipment consisted of a rather 
large receiver which was fitted with an oscilloscope, furnished by the National Physical Laboratory, and 
was tuned to the 49-metre wavelength of the BBC Empire Service.  
 
Robert Watson-Watt and his assistant Arnold Wilkins tuned their radio receiver to the frequency of the 
BBC transmitter. As the Heyford flew overhead, the signal of the transmitter which was being received 
and displayed on the oscilloscope, began to move up and down, indicating that a variable & measurable 
amount of radio signal was being reflected. They were able to track it for 8 miles. The experiment was a 
total success and had proved conclusively that detection of aircraft with radio means was possible.” 
 
1935 onwards  “The Daventry demonstration led to a massive programme, backed by the highest 
   priority and virtually unlimited finance, to design, build and install a chain of early 
warning systems around the coast of Britain. The importance of this courageous decision cannot be over 
stated. Key stations in the south east of England were operational and integrated into a vast reporting 
network just in time for the air battles to come.  It was code-named ‘Chain Home’ (CH).” 
 

    
 
   Fig 3a:  RAF Ventnor Chain Home Station            Fig 3b:  Operations Room 
 
October 1936  “The British Army also set up their own radar laboratory in October 1936. Their  
   initial work was on a Mobile Radar Unit (MRU) which could direct anti-aircraft 
guns and searchlights onto their targets. This was basically a version of Chain Home that could be loaded 
up and moved around by trucks. It used much of the same electronics gear, but also used transportable 
masts about 20 meters (66 feet) tall, instead of the big towers used by fixed-site CH stations.  
 
A prototype was successfully tested in October 1937, detecting aircraft at 60-miles range; production of 
400 sets started the following June designated ‘Gun Layer’ (GL) Mk 1.  The MRU system was adopted by 
the RAF in 1938, acquiring the formal designation of ‘AMES’ (Air Ministry Experimental Station).”. 
 
1939-40  “GL Mk 1s were used overseas by the British Army in Egypt, Malta & France. 
   The mobile radar convoy was called an AMES Type 9.  The transmitter was 
housed in a three ton Crossley Tender with the receiver in a second Crossley. The transmitter and 
receiver were supplied with power from 2 mobile trailer generators. Another truck and trailer carried the 
aerial mast and a further general utility vehicle made up the convoy complement.” 
 
Some units had been abandoned in France before Dunkirk so the Germans were aware of the technology 
and purpose, but they were still effectively state of the art highly secret radio espionage systems.  
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      Fig 4a:  Crossley MRU Transmitter Vehicle         Fig 4b:  Standard Crossley 3-tonner 
 (with highly distinctive arched roof)            (for transporting the aerial mast)                
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4d:  AMES Type 9 schematic (but with 66 foot or 105 foot aerial mast tower) 

 

 

Fig 4c:  Typical AMES Type 9 MRU deployed (the system Eric’s team were operating) 
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Fig 4e:  Early mobile transmitter/receiver detection control console  

 

 
 

Fig 4f:  Slightly later version mounted inside operations vehicle 
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2 Greek Tragedy 1940-41 
 
From February 1940 onwards the British military presence in Egypt and Palestine had been steadily 
increasing, partly to prepare for the opening of a second front outside a capitulating Europe, partly to 
protect and secure the Suez Canal and the Middle Eastern oilfields.  Army and Royal Air Force personnel 
were shipped out on commandeered passenger liners and converted troopships.  The Mediterranean was 
considered much too risky a prospect so the vessels had to sail in ‘fast convoys’ down into the South 
Atlantic, round the Cape of Good Hope and north via the Gulf of Arabia and the Red Sea to the southern 
end of the Suez Canal.  They would put in to a couple of South African ports along the way and finally 
disembark at Port Suez to continue to their destinations by land. 
 

2.1 Out to Egypt 
 
Eric sailed from Liverpool in early September 1940 on the Union Castle liner RMMV Athlone Castle, a 
Royal Mail ship on the pre-war Capetown to London service.  All the civilian first class delights were left 
intact - bars, dining rooms, swimming pools, gourmet galleys etc.  It must have been three or four weeks 
of luxury indulgence cruising before the cruel realities of war. 
 

 
 

Fig 5:  RMMV Athlone Castle, built by Harland & Wolff for the South Africa mail service 
launched 1935 - scrapped 1965 (see also Fig 6c) 

 
“Soon after the Second World War broke out the Athlone Castle, like many ocean liners, was requisitioned 
by the British Government for service as troopships. In 1940 she was the commodore ship of a Union-
Castle convoy made up of the Arundel Castle, Windsor Castle, Winchester Castle, Durban Castle and the 
Capetown Castle to carry South African troops to Suez following the outbreak of fighting in North Africa.” 
 
Judging from Eric’s photographs, there was a traditional “Crossing the Line Ceremony”, presumably on 
the way south (Fig 6a).  Athlone Castle was clearly in company with at least two other similar liners on 
Eric’s voyage (see Fig 6b, - which could therefore have been taken on the run referred to above on the 
final leg north from a South African port, possibly Cape Town or Durban). 
 
I have arranged the photographs in a chronological and geographical sequence based where possible on 
Eric’s very brief notes scribbled on the backs of a few of them in pencil (highlighted below in red type 
font) plus a little (dangerous?) knowledge of the region and progress of events.  Some are definites, 
some are probables, some are possibles and some are totally unknown.  But until more evidence 
becomes available I think we’ve got the general gist of the story. 
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  Fig 6a:  ‘Crossing the Line’ on Athlone Castle     Fig 6b:  In convoy company with at least two 
      (Sep 1940)             other similar passenger vessels 
 
 
 

    
 
Fig 6c:  ''Disembarking 1940 Athlone Castle   Fig 6d:  This appears to be ‘the desert’, possibly on 
  Port Suez Egypt''       the way north from Port Suez to Alexandria, or  
         maybe somewhere in Egypt that he was deployed 
         before or after being transferred across to Greece 
         
 
 
 

   
 
     Fig 6e:  Eric’s annotation possibly says         Fig 6f:  “Embarking at Alex” 
     “Nile English Bridge” - cannot identify it 
        (maybe Cairo or Alex - 
 maybe before or after Greece) 
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  2.1.1 Extract from official Air Ministry history 
 (AP 1063 Volume 4 “Radar in Raid Reporting” pp163-164) 
 

“War Cabinet's Concern over Greece 
 
On 1 November 1940 the Secretary of State for Air, who was visiting the Middle East at that time, 
sent a signal to the Prime Minister emphasising the imperative need for reinforcement in that 
area. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Headquarters, Middle East, had informed the 
Secretary of State for Air that, in the event of serious military operations developing, the Royal Air 
Force was not in a position to give the Army any really effective help. Although up to that time the 
Italian bombing had been singularly ineffective, there was a real danger of heavy attacks 
becoming imminent over the crowded cities. The Secretary of State for Air paid tribute to the 
brilliant tactical skill of the small groups of Fighters and Bombers in operations against the 
Italians, but pointed out that the weakness of the Royal Air Force in the Middle East would 
become a major issue which might have the gravest consequence. 
 
Between October and November 1940 the defence of the Middle East became a subject for 
discussion at several meetings of the War Cabinet Defence Committee, particularly with regard to 
affording assistance to Greece. On 17 October 1940 the Committee requested the Air Staff to 
review the position of R.D.F. (Radio Direction Finding) in the Middle East and on 5 November 
1940 a report was approved containing proposals for establishing a fleet refuelling base in Suda 
Bay and advanced landing grounds elsewhere in Crete. A scale of reinforcements needed to 
carry out this scheme was outlined, and included R.D.F. equipment.  On 6 November 1940 the Air 
Staff were again invited to examine the possibilities of providing R.D.F. equipment for Crete at the 
earliest possible moment. Although extremely short of supplies, Headquarters Middle East, was 
preparing a plan for operating R.D.F. at Athens and in Crete, using sets now existing in the Middle 
East plus those which it was hoped would be sent in the Greek reinforcements convoy if space in 
the ships could be made available. 

 
Practical Aid for Greece from Headquarters, Middle East 
 
A siting party was sent immediately to Greece and Crete and instructions were issued to divert 
M.R.U. No. 221, which had arrived by this time for installation at Khartoum.  Reinforcements in 
the shape of a Hurricane Squadron, two Wellington Squadrons and two Mobile R.D.F. Units were 
promised by Air Ministry as replacements for any forces sent to Greece from the Middle East. In 
the light of future developments, the reinforcements thus allocated seem somewhat inadequate, 
but it must be remembered that our industrial effort at home had by no means reached its peak 
and there were many demands on the small amount of equipment and transport available. 
 
Development of a Small Portable R.D.F. Set in the Middle East 
 
The Mobile Radio Units (M.R.U.s) were mobile only in the sense that they could be moved from 
one site to another on their appropriate motor transport. The degree of mobility of such stations 
during a campaign was really insufficient, as they took some four days to erect. In addition, on 
difficult terrain such as the mountainous regions in Greece and Crete, where the roads were 
particularly bad, many suitable sites were inaccessible to the heavy motor transport of these 
M.R.U.s. Finally, when a suitable site had been selected and the M.R.U. was set up there, no 
cover was given against low-flying enemy aircraft.” 

 
2.1.2 Change of Plan 

 
So it looks as if Eric’s unit 221 AMES was originally destined for the defence of Khartoum, Sudan, 
(although he may not have known this on departure from Liverpool).  Along with tens of 
thousands of men and machines he was soon diverted away from the North Africa campaign to 
another one in Greece. 
 
It is now known for certain that Eric spent some time in the Nile Delta region before and after his 
trip to Greece.  Later he was engaged in active operations in the Western Desert, after a suitable 
period of rest and recuperation and the re-formation of his unit.  The only photographs that can be 
identified with certainty as being prior to going to Greece are those showing the airfield and transit 
camp at RAF Helwan, which are dated as 1940 (Figs 7a-f). 
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    Fig 7a:  RAF Helwan, just south of Cairo    Fig 7b:  “RAF Helwan being bombed” 
                      (by Italian Air Force, Sept-Oct 1940) 
 
 

     
 
    Fig 7c:  Great Pyramid of Cheops at Giza . . .  Fig 7d:  . . . and the Sphinx  
 

       
 
Fig 7e:  One of the locals . . .            Fig 7f:  . . .  and two of the team 
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2.2 221 AMES versus the Italian Air Force 
 
From Ken Hardman’s account: - “The Unit left Helwan on 13 November 1940 for Alexandria.  From there 
they went on HMS NIEUW ZEELAND to Piraeus, the port of Athens in Greece, arriving there on 17 
November 1940.  The equipment for 221 MRU was then collected from the docks and moved to a nearby 
school building where they stayed briefly.”  

 

 
 

Fig 8a:  SS Nieuw Zeeland, KPM Line Rotterdam - Australia, converted to RN Troopship 
in 1940 and re-designated ‘HMS’ 

 

   
 

 Fig 8b:  “Crossing to Greece, 1940”   Fig 8c:  Some hands on deck - it looks like 
     (possibly in company with her        lunch-time 
       sister ship SS New Holland”) 
 
 
Eric’s trip across the Mediterranean to Greece would not have been quite as luxurious an affair as the 
voyage out to Suez.  Much more Grey Funnel Line than Union Castle Line.  Their vehicles would probably 
have been directed out of the port to regroup first at the Athens Racecourse as most units were.  Military 
Policemen conducting this traffic, in conjunction with the local Athens police, included my father 
Norman Scott and my uncle Jim Kelso (see Figs 9a & b).      
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    Fig 9a:  Military & Civilian Policemen, Phaleron Bay,       Fig 9b:  In Despatch Rider mode 
              Piraeus, (X marks the Scott)         with Aussie mate 
 
Eric and members of his team found time to visit at least some of the sites and sights of Athens, both 
Ancient and Modern.  This must have been during the latter part of November (Figs 10a-d) before being 
despatched way out west to their forward operational location.  There are also a couple of shots of them 
with civilian groups (Figs 11a-c).  These too may be from this initial period in Athens - the supporting 
British forces were very popular with the Greeks (naturally enough) when they first arrived and everyone 
was optimistic - and the Germans had not yet got involved! 
 

    
 
       Fig 10a:  In Ancient Athens (is that Eric?)  Fig 10b:  More from the hills (cf Fig 41b) 
 

      
 

Fig 10c & d:  “Athens 1940” 
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Fig 11a & b:  The natives were friendly with the Boys in Blue 
 

 
 
Fig 11c:  Was this the same occasion?  Was transport laid on? 

 
Eric’s unit, 221 AMES, made their way west from Athens to Corinth via the bridge over the famous Corinth 
Canal.  They then proceeded along the coast road following the Gulf of Corinth to Patras.  Their ultimate 
destination was to the slender peninsula of Akra Papas and the primitive airstrip at Araxos.  This extreme 
north-westerly corner of the Greek Peloponnesus was an ideal location to provide early warning of air 
attacks on Greece by the Italian Air Force from either mainland southern Italy or from Italian occupied 
Albania.  They could also observe any maritime movements threatening the Ionian Islands of Zante, 
Cephalania, Corfu etc. 
 
We know from Eric’s correspondence that the tracking site was established and operational by 25th 
December 1940.  We also know from one of his letters that they were still there on 7th April 1941 when a 
big air raid flew over on their way to bomb Piraeus.  In four months of making themselves ‘at home’ at 
Araxos they obviously found time for a bit of leave in the surrounding villages, and in the city of Patras.  
Boozo, ouzo, gizzits and grabbits I imagine, the usual things.  It is impossible to put these ‘off-duty’ 
photographs into a proper time scale - indeed, I have had to make an arbitrary assumption that the 
sequence of shots along the coast progressed westwards as they did.  It would all have been new, 
interesting and exciting - and probably a bit more casual than their eventual departure along the same 
route.  The sequence could easily be exactly the opposite, or purely random.  But it does make for a 
logical and explainable series and a plausible account that would hold water well. 
 
There are also a large number of photographs of places that are not identified and/or not identifiable (by 
me, at least).  Some may record this NE corner of the Peloponnesus, some elsewhere.  The unknown 
places are included at the end after Eric’s evacuation from Kalamata.  As for the location of the ‘football 
match’, I have included it at Araxos simply because that is where they spent the vast majority of their time, 
and with time on their hands.  They wouldn’t have had much inclination for recreation once the Germans 
had started the big push south.  
 

Update Note:  On 1st June 
2011 Beth and I visited the 
Achaia Clauss vineyard 
about 4 miles S of Patras 
and discovered that this is 
where these three photo-
graphs were taken - not near 
Athens (and see Fig 17b).  
Quite possibly a weekend 
leave and taxi up the hill for 
free samples! 
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  Akra       Araxos Achaia Patras     Chelmos        Corinth  Piraeus         Athens 
  Papas  Clauss 

 

 
 
        Fig 12:  Eric’s Greek Odyssey - Part 1 

(to oppose the Italians before the German invasion) 
 
 
Personnel and Equipment: 
    

 

   
 
 Fig 13a:  Some of the team with one of the Crossley trucks             Fig 13b:  One of the diesel 
           ''Little did we know the horrors that awaited us''                              generator trailers 
          
 
 
 
 

From Alexandria 
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Fig 13c:  ''A driver takes an opportunity to wash      Fig 13d:  Only shown here because it includes  
   his shirt!'' (Note ‘221’ on box by spare wheel)         the same Ford V8 Utility truck as in Fig 13c 
              (and probably the same Lewis gun used by Eric) 
 
On the way out west to Patras: 
 

   
 
Fig 14a:  “Eastern entrance to Corinth Canal”             Fig 14b:  “A street in Corinth” 
 
 

 

     
 
Fig 14c:  “The road along the Gulf of Corinth”          Fig 14d:  Possibly looking back from Fig 14c 
               (arched truck roof clearly visible bottom right) 
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  Fig 14e:  “The Gulf of Corinth”  Fig 14f:  “The light railway to Chelmos” 
 
 
Patras and beyond: 
 
 

    
 
Fig 15a:  Entering Patras - more friendly natives         Fig 15b:  Street parade in Patras (but not  
          (note arched truck roof again)         for the RAF!)  (cf also Fig 45b) 
 
 

   
 
 

Fig 15c & d:  More of the Parade along the same street 
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Fig 16a & b:  This could also be Patras, but on a quieter occasion - 
possibly a spot of ‘local leave’ during mid-winter 1940-41 

 

    
 
      Fig 17a:  “Bung & ?Rimmer?” at Patras  Fig 17b:  “Achaia Clauss” (near Patras) 
              (see also Figs 11a, b & c) 
 
 

    
 
       Fig 17c:  Relaxing in “Achaia Clauss”             Fig 17d:  Possibly Araxos and Akra Papas 
                                 Peninsula seen from Achaia 
 
 
They moved on out to the narrow headland beyond the Greek airstrip at Araxos and began to set up their 
detection site.  The terrain was hard going even for the four-wheel drive trucks, and the trailer carrying 
parts of the aerial mast had to be man-handled up to the site, with the aid of many willing Greek soldier 
and sailor hands. 
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Fig 18a & b:  The assembled Greek soldiers and British airmen manhandling the aerial mast trailer 
       up to the transmission site along a crude trackway dug out and prepared for the purpose  
 
 

    
 

Fig 19a & b:  “A Greek sailor carrying six sandbags!” (Bung looks on) 
 
 

 

    
 
              Fig 19c:  “We dig in at Araxos”       Fig 19d:  “Bung at Araxos”  
          (Note the aerial mast now erected   (just sitting on the sandbags!)  
                 on the slope to the right)                                     
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   Fig 20a:  View from the site - Ionian Islands,    Fig 20b:  “Cephalonia” 
   (telephone lines & part of aerial mast on left)       
         
 

  
 
                   Fig 20c:  “Akra Papas 1940”            Fig 20d:  “Zante” 
 
 
221 AMES Unit must have thought themselves very lucky to be tucked away on their remote outpost with 
little if any interference and control from RAF HQ in Athens.  Most of the standard RAF fighter and bomber 
activity was based much further east and north on the Greek mainland proper.  221 were independent and 
(theoretically, at least) movable, if not truly mobile.  For the present time they had found a good spot for 
their observations, were well dug in, and presumably pretty happy to stay put and out of harm’s way (from 
the enemy and their own superiors!).  There were certainly the occasional duty trips made back to Athens, 
and judging from Figs 15 - 17 plenty of time off in and around Patras, the only town of any size west of 
Corinth.  There was probably ample opportunity for endless games of football. 
 

     
 
  Fig 21a & b:  A game of football somewhere unspecified - but the clearance of stones from the 
         ‘pitch’ and the sea in the background of Fig 21b suggest it is probably at the Araxos site 
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Two of Eric’s photographs in Bridget’s collection (sadly un-annotated) show him with his left arm in a sling.  
Judging from the camouflaged generator trailer, the bell tents and trees in the background and the cold-
weather clothing it is assumed these were taken at Cape Araxos during the mid-winter months, maybe 
January or February 1941. 

            
 

Fig 22a & b:  Eric with an injured left arm, almost certainly at the Cape Araxos site 
 

Fig 23a shows Eric’s pal ‘Bung’ with possibly an RN Sub-Lieutenant and someone else in unidentified 
uniform (Greek?) apparently at the Araxos site overlooking the sea.  Fig 23b shows someone called 
“Hellie” perhaps - obviously enjoying all of the “comforts” of one of their bell tent homes. 
 

                    
 
            Fig 23a:  Small brass & ‘Bung’ at Araxos  Fig 23b:  ‘Hellie’?        
 
The detection and direction activities must have been considered successful and useful, otherwise they 
would have been moved elsewhere.  The Albanian front to the north ground to a stalemate very early in 
their residency, the Italian army being repulsed by the Greek Army of the Epirus.  But air raids from the 
Italian mainland were a constant threat, and became a catastrophic reality after Germany came to Italy’s 
assistance by invading Greece across her northern borders with Yugoslavia and Bulgaria on 6th April 
1940.  Below is an account from Eric of one major bombing raid which they detected but could not report.  
This action was probably launched from the airfields of Lecce and Brindisi on the Heel of Italy, flying 
south-easterly to Cephalonia, then turning east towards Athens for the docks at Piraeus (the Axis powers 
had agreed not to bomb or shell the city of Athens itself). 
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“One event . . . occurred on the night of first great air raid on Piraeus on 7th April, just after the Germans 
had invaded Greece, when much of the harbour and most of the shipping was destroyed or crippled by 
bombing.  At that time I was a corporal and my watch was on duty that night.  We were mainly watching 
the western approaches across the Islands of Cephallinia and Zante towards Italy but as nothing much 
was happening I suggested to the watch keeper that he move the time base outwards. 
 
To our surprise we saw a large echo some 80 to 100 miles out (memory fails me for the exact distances, it 
may even have been further than 100 miles) which at first we thought was some kind of electrical storm, 
but its speed of movement towards us soon showed that it was a large body (100+?) of enemy bombers. 
At about the same time, with good timing, the telephone landline to Athens went dead. As I remember it 
there had been little, if any, WT contact and none that night.  So we sat and watched and then listened to 
the bombers droning across the Gulf of Corinth to follow its channel eastwards towards their target.” 
 
To amass 100+ bombers for this raid the Italians probably used Savoia Marchetti 81s from Lecce and 
Cant Z506 from Brindisi, both types being three-engined medium bombers. 
 

     
 
Fig 24a:  Savoia Marchetti 81 in action for Franco     Fig 24b:  Cant Z506 floatplane bomber 
 
But here is a contradiction.  We just don’t know.  Elsewhere Eric refers to the raid as being the work of the 
Luftwaffe.  If this really is true it is strange that German aircraft were flying eastwards over the 
Peleponnese towards Piraeus when they had only just (that morning) crossed the Greek border several 
hundred miles to the north and east.  If they were German, they must have been using the Italian airfields 
referred to above.  In that case they would probably have been Junkers 88s and Messerschmitt 110s. 
 

       
 
2.3 221 AMES versus the German Air Force 
 
In the next week or so it would have become blatantly obvious to the RAF senior staff that their mission 
capability in Greece was diminishing fast.  There were only a handful of Squadrons from the start.  A 
couple of Blenheim bomber units helping out the Greek army against the Italians on the Albanian border, 
and a couple of fighter squadrons up north facing the Luftwaffe Messerschmitt 109s and 110s and 
Junkers 87s and 88s with a handful of Hurricanes and even a few Gloster Gladiator biplane fighters.  The 
RAF were totally out-classed by modern aircraft, out-performed and out-numbered in the skies - just as 
the Army was on the ground.  The few were getting very much fewer by the day. 

        Fig 24c:  Right, Messerschmitt 110 
 
Fig 24d:  Below, Junkers 88 
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              Fig 25a:  Hawker Hurricane Mk 1             Fig 25b:  Gloster Gladiator 
 
Allowing a day to dismantle the aerial tower and pack all their stores and equipment, plus two days on the 
unmade roads back eastwards, it might have been about the 16th or 17th April that 221 AMES got its 
marching orders to pull out of the Akra Papas peninsula and scuttle back across the Corinth Canal to 
protect Athens from the west at the RAF base at Elevsis.  They had only recently arrived on the airfield 
when it was attacked by the Luftwaffe.  We know from Eric that they had not had time to dig defensive 
shelter  trenches and we know from other sources that a raid took place on 20th April wherein at least one 
aircraft was shot down.  
 
   Araxos  Patras          Korinth            Elevsis 

           

 
 

Fig 26:  Eric’s Greek Odyssey - Part 2 (after the German invasion) 
 
Eric’s account of his success in the defence of Elevsis against the Luftwaffe is as follows:  
 
“The second incident occurred during our retreat first to the Elevsis airfield west of Athens, then to Argos 
and Kalamata.  The shooting down of an enemy aircraft and . . .  needs some further detail.  To defend 
the RAF's most secret war weapon, 22 I AMES had been issued with one 1st World War Lewis machine 
gun which no one had been trained to use.  So the C.O. put me in charge of it as I had served in the 
O.T.C. at school and had attended the Public Schools' annual military training camps on Salisbury Plain.  

Argos 

Navplion 
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Not that we learnt much about air defence as most of the training was based on 1st W.W. trench warfare 
tactics.  Fortunately, from early youth I had been encouraged to take part in lots of shoots where I had 
become proficient in estimating, and allowing for, a bird's speed and height when taking aim 
and firing.  So, this mere instinctive reaction came in useful when firing at German aircraft attacking the 
Elevsis airfield.  MEI09's were strafing and Stuka JU87's dive bombing in large numbers. 
 

    
 
  Fig 27a:  Messerschmitt Me109           Fig 27b:  Junkers 87 ‘Stuka’ 
 
Our vehicles were parked in an olive grove at the southern edge of the airfield.  There had been no time to 
dig a gun emplacement before the attack started and I had mounted the Lewis gun in the open for a clear 
view across the airfield.  This gave me a direct line of fire as the 109's flashed by at low altitude and 
upwards at the Stukas as they dived towards us.  One I caught as it reached the bottom of its dive which 
brought it well within my range - the bomb fell nearby, and as the Stuka slowly began to climb I fired a  
short burst, including tracer bullets which I saw hitting the aircraft.  Within seconds its nose came down 
and at the same time the Lewis gun jammed.  I continued firing, priming it by hand (rapid pumping of the 
gun and heart!).  It quickly disappeared diving eastwards eventually below my sight at tree level and I 
assumed I had shot it down. 
 

 
 
 
The enclosed photograph (Fig 27c), taken after the raid, shows the gun and myself. I was rather exposed 
and very lucky to escape injury from the bombs and the strafing.  Wisely all the rest of the crew of 221 
AMES had their heads down sheltering in the nearby olive grove behind the ancient trees; apart from the 
CO's revolver there were no other guns in the unit, even if anyone had known how to use them. 
 

Fig 27c:  “Idiot - me after the 
Luftwaffe attack.  The Stuka I shot 
down can be seen burning in the 
distance.  No protection during the 
severe bombing & strafing attack. 
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The pilot had been wounded in the leg and as he was taken away he cursed me, gave a Nazi salute and 
threatened that he would soon be freed and would kill me.  Luckily we never met again. 
 
Ken Harman says in a letter, "we shot down a 109" but there were no other guns on the unit, this might be 
a jump of imagination or memory.  Certainly there were plenty of 109's about and I had fired at them prior 
to the Stuka attack.  Perhaps unknown to me I had shot down two aircraft, very unlikely!  Surely records 
somewhere must show how many aircraft the Germans lost on that raid? 
 
For this activity I was told I would be recommended for the Military Medal, there being no appropriate RAF 
award at the time.  Eventually I received a Mention in Despatches and was promoted (from Corporal to 
Sergeant) under the Kings' Regulations for gallantry in a field of battle (if I remember the regulation 
correctly).” 
 

 
 

Fig 27d:  ''The hole I was supposed to be in, only just begun'' 
 

      
 

        *Fig 27e:  Primitive RAF air defences at Elevsis   *Fig 27f:  British troops hiding in  
        olive groves (this one in Kalamata) 
 
*Figs 27e & 27f taken from “Tell Them We Were Here” by Edwin Horlington 
 
We know from “Tell Them We Were Here” that the remnants of the last remaining RAF Squadron based 
at Elevsis were ordered to pull out on 22nd April and head for the port of Navplion just south of Argos on 
the north-east coast of the Peloponnesus.  Navplion was intended to be used as a major evacuation site, 
but the Ulster Prince was bombed and sunk blocking the harbour entrance but the Glenearn, herself 
suffering bomb damage, managed to rescue several hundred men.  Others were taken off at first in 
destroyers, tenders or ‘acquired’ dhows.  Some even luckier RAF personnel (including senior officers) 
were flown out in Sunderland flying boats. 
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           Fig 28a:  “Argos Castle”   Fig 28b:  “Navplion, all ships sunk” 
 
A reference from an official New Zealand Expeditionary Force account covering these few days states: 

 
“As yet there had been no official embarkation from this port, but the Royal Air Force group, acting 
independently and arriving from Argos on 24 April, had already sent 200 men in Sunderland flying boats 
to Crete and a still larger number in a 500-ton freighter to the island of Kithira. On the night of 25–26 April 
another Sunderland had been sent over but it crashed in the harbour. Next morning, however, the naval 
embarkation officer, Captain Clark- Hall, RN, arrived and the RAF personnel, mostly technical tradesmen, 
had been given priority when embarkation began that night.” 

 

 
 
Fig 28c:  “RAF personnel being rowed out to a Sunderland flying boat off southern Greece” 
(from “The War in Pictures”, Odhams Press) 
 
Eric’s team were obviously not included among the prioritised technical tradesmen referred to in the Kiwi 
report above.   So they pressed on over the formidable mountain roads via Tripoli and Megalopoli to 
Kalamata at the head of the Gulf of Messinia - the final pick-up point - the last hope.  They probably 
arrived sometime around the middle of the day, in plenty of time for the daily Luftwaffe strafing and 
bombing attacks of the troops and civilians seeking shelter in the town and hiding in the olive groves that 
line the beaches. 
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    Fig 29:  Eric’s Greek Odyssey - Part 3 
    (the evacuation via Kalamata) 

 

   
 

      

Kalamata 

To  Alexandria 

Argos 

Fig 30a:  “RAF ground staff 
assembling in lorries to be 
taken to a port in southern 
Greece for embarkation” 
(from “The War in Pictures”, 
Odhams Press) 

Fig 30b:  Possibly taken on 
Eric’s journey over the 
hazardous mountain roads 
between Argos and Tripoli  

Tripoli 
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    Fig 31a & b:  ''Bombed & machine gunned but still a smile. Waiting for the boat at Kalamata'' 
 

 

    
 
         Fig 31c:  Kalamata - the Brewery?  Fig 31d:  'Wood Nymph hiding from the  
        Germans, Kalamata 1941'' 

 
Having destroyed their non-classified aerial mast and its trailer at Argos, they had evidently brought their 
fitted transmitter and receiver vehicles with them, because at Kalamata (the end of the line, anyway) they 
were required to ditch the essential classified parts in the sea (Fig 32b), although some MRUs had been 
captured by the Germans in France before the Dunkirk evacuation, and were therefore known to them.  
 

    
 
Fig 32a:  Harbour at Kalamata with Sunderland     Fig 32b:  ''The harbour - secret radar equipment  
      moored off     being rowed out to be dumped'' 
  
It was Saturday 26th April when Eric and his team arrived in Kalamata.  Their departure over Saturday 
night and Sunday morning early hours would fit in perfectly with the following series of extracts from 
official Naval action reports made at the time.  Ken Hardman states “At 0300 hrs on 27 April our unit, in 
company with many others, were instructed to make for the quayside where destroyers of the Royal Navy 
were waiting to take us off. I discovered later that our unit had been split into three. I found myself on HMS 
HERO and was transferred at sea to the DILWARA.”  The other two thirds were transferred to the CITY 
OF LONDON and the COSTA RICA. 
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26 April  2230 Destroyer HMS HERO embarked 400 RAF officers & men from Kalamata quay 
  (evidently the first batch of several that night) 
  2245 HERO left quayside to deliver RAF evacuees to troopship HMT DILWARA moored out in  
  the harbour 
  2330 Transfer completed, HERO returns to quay for more passengers 
 

    
 
   Fig 33a:  Destroyer HMS Hero         Fig 33b:  Troopship HMT Dilwara 
 
27 April  0400 DILWARA departs with 2400 on board, in company with 
  SS CITY OF LONDON (2400) 
  SS COSTA RICA (2600) 
  HMS DEFENDER (300) 
  HMS PHEOBE 
  HMS HEREWARD 
  HMS FLAMINGO 
  HMS HERO 
 
  1445 “Various air attacks were made on the convoy during the passage.  During the seventh  

 raid COSTA RICA was hit, all passengers and crew safely transferred to  accompanying  
 destroyers, COSTA RICA sank, convoy proceeded to Suda Bay, Crete.”  (Crete quickly 
 became established as a second defensive battle front, mainly making use of the fighting 
 troops evacuated from Greece.  Those lucky enough to be on DILWARA were transferred 
 to a collier and taken direct to Alexandria, including Eric and his pal Ken). 

 
8 May  Eric sends a telegram home from Egypt (probably Alexandria) informing his mother of his  
  safe deliverance. 
 
 Quote from another airman (not associated with Eric’s activities) after his evacuation and 

return to Egypt: “We then returned to Aboukir (an RAF Station 10 miles north-west of 
Alex.).  At Aboukir we rejoined our unit, where we were re-kitted, then given two weeks 
pay and sent on leave.“ 

 
The following miscellany of views represent various takes on the short-lived and ill-fated Greek Campaign 
of 1941: 
 
i) Some historians regard the German campaign in Greece as decisive in determining the course of 
World War II, maintaining that it fatally delayed the Axis invasion of the Soviet Union.   Others hold that 
the campaign had no influence on the launching of Operation Barbarosa, and characterize British 
intervention in Greece as a hopeless undertaking, a "political and sentimental decision" or even a "a 
definite strategic blunder. . . .”Battle of Greece”, Wikipeadia 
 
ii) The British fully realized that their prestige would suffer a crushing blow, if the expeditionary force 
had to be evacuated in another Dunkirk, but even this possibility seemed preferable to leaving Greece to 
its fate.  In a report Mr Eden and his military advisers sent to London at the beginning of March, they 
summed up the situation by stating that there was a "reasonable fighting chance" and, with a certain 
amount of luck, a good opportunity "of perhaps seriously upsetting the German plans." Even so, there can 
be no doubt that political factors overshadowed military considerations in the British decision to send an 
expeditionary force to Greece. . . .”The German Campaign in Greece” 
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iii) The ill-advised and ill-prepared involvement of British, Australian and New Zealand Armed Forces 
in the defence of Greece in April of 1941.  It was a political rather than a military decision to send troops 
from Egypt to aid the Greeks in the defence of their homeland against the Italians in Albania, and the 
Germans in Bulgaria. . . . . Ian Brown’s “Prisoner of War” website 
 
iv) These are the words of Jock Watt, Greek Campaign Brotherhood Veteran and author of “A 
Tankie’s Travels”: 
 
The Greek campaign was a disaster.  In addition to the vast quantities of stores and vehicles that were 
lost, hundreds of men (British, Australian and New Zealand) were killed, over a thousand wounded and 
thousands taken prisoners of war. 
 
a) The British Government’s first links with the Greek Campaign were forged in April 1939 when 
Great Britain guaranteed the independence of Greece but, though much was said, little or nothing was 
done.  It was the failure of Italy and Albania to occupy Greece that boosted the morale of unoccupied 
Balkan States and prompted Hitler to take over the campaign.  (Note - Hitler was furious that Mussolini 
had invaded Greece without consulting him - even more so when the Italians were ejected and 
Hitler had to divert the poised Eastern Front troops to rescue them!)  He assembled six divisions in 
Rumania, originally earmarked for the invasion of Russia, and invaded Bulgaria.  This movement 
compelled the British Government to honour their commitment to Greece and, on Feb 24th 1941, the 
cabinet agreed to send a military force. . . . 
 
b)  . . . Later, the considered judgement by the German High Command was that, because of their 
involvement in the Greek Campaign, they lost the war.  It delayed the programmed invasion of Russia by 
six weeks, forcing  the German Army to battle for supremacy during the bitter winter months.  (In other 
words, Hitler’s prime Fascist ally Mussolini had directly played a great part in Hitler’s downfall - 
Spike Milligan would have loved the irony in that!)  
 
v) And the last word from Eric: To be sent thousands of miles round the Cape with equipment 
we knew little about to a theatre of war where there were insufficient numbers and type of aircraft to take 
advantage of  the vital information provided by radar seemed, and still seems, a useless exercise. To feed 
that information into a telephone system, at least infiltrated and controlled by the Germans, can only be 
thought of as the height of folly. 
 
So ended Eric’s sojourn in modern Greece, November 1940 to April 1941.  Then to be unceremoniously 
kicked out by the Germans in a mere three weeks of rear-guard retreat and withdrawal.  The lucky ones 
escaped to fight another day (but to Crete was frying pan into fire).  The unlucky ones left behind on the 
beaches of Kalamata were ordered by the senior British officer present to surrender at dawn on the 
morning of 29th April.  For them, cattle trucks to four years in PoW camps - by chance Eric had 
unknowingly caught the flavour of that too - Fig 34a taken from onboard a passenger train just visible on 
the extreme left hand edge of the shot, possibly somewhere along the Gulf of Corinth coast. 
 
 

   
 

   Fig 34a:  The fate awaiting those who did not         Fig 34b:  The cattle trucks are still preserved 
   get away by sea (Eric’s photo of somewhere)            in Kalamata railway museum - 

            “Lest we forget” 
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2.4 Back to Egypt 
 
We know from Ken Hardman that “At the transit camp we were given a week's leave on board a Nile 
Steamer, anchored at Cairo and run by the Army, but still retaining the luxuries associated with their 
peacetime function. Back in Egypt and re-equipping, the next place we erected our gear was in the desert 
at Gebel Qatrani, south west of Cairo, still as 221 AMES.” 
 
Eric has quite a few photographs taken in Egypt.  Some are annotated as definitely prior to going over to 
Greece (e.g. Figs 7a-f).  Others are partially or completely undated and unplaceable with certainty.  
Others offer some deducible clues which allow guesstimates of variable certainty.  They are included here 
because this is where they probably fit chronologically (some of them may even be from much later in the 
war).  It was a relaxing period of leave and re-forming away from the stresses of enemy attack 
(temporarily, at least). 
 

                  
 
  Fig 35a:  This must be on leave              Fig 35b:  “Sunset over the Nile” 
aboard the Nile steamer anchored 
     in Cairo (Eric still a Corporal) 
 
The note on the back of Fig 35b states: “The pyramids in the distance are not the famous pyramids of 
Cheops, but some smaller ones. They are however much older, being amongst the first ever built. Known 
as the Saqqara Pyramids they are heavily stepped, and have yielded some of the greatest treasures of 
the ancient world.”  
 

     
 
Fig 35c & d:  “Hammond is just playing back to a fast ball” at the famous Gizera Sporting Club in 
      Cairo where cricket was played by all Service personnel throughout the entire war period  
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Fig 36a & b:  Various views of Cairo and the Nile 
 
 

 

   
 

Fig 36c & d:  More views of Cairo and the Nile 
 
 
 

     
 

Fig 37a & b:  These look as if they may have been taken on 221 AMES’ later expeditions into the 
Western Desert - was Eric re-enacting how he shot down the Stuka at Elevsis? 
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Fig 38a:  This is definitely later - he now has his Sergeant’s stripes up after his “Battlefield 
promotion” in Greece and “Mentioned in Despatches” 

 
 

 
 

Fig 38b:  This is definitely later still - now a Warrant Officer 
 

 
2.5 Ken Hardman’s Story 
 
Through the pages of the quarterly Newsletter of the RAF Air Defence Radar Museum, Eric maintained a 
correspondence of sorts with the editor and thus with his erstwhile colleague in 221 AMES Ken Hardman.  
Ken had provided a fairly comprehensive record of his RAF wartime career on radio and radar detection 
equipment published in 2004 and 2005 editions of the Newsletter.  It is a “parallel life record” to Eric’s 
unwritten experiences from early training days in the UK before being posted overseas until redeployment 
in the Western Desert after being successfully evacuated from Greece.  It is included here almost in its 
entirety (except for a bit of highly technical esoteric radar stuff) in case there are more parallel clues that 
the reader may note - and besides, it throws a fascinating light into all sorts of hidden away corners that 
men like these took for granted in those dark wartime days.  Eric’s story would have been very similar. 
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Extract from RAF ADRM Newsletter No 40, Aug 2004 
 
MEANDERINGS OF A MECHANIC FROM 1940 TO 1946 
By T K Hardman, Bexley, Kent 
 
I was one of the first to respond to a call from the BBC on 12 February 1940 to join the Royal Air Force as 
a Radio Mechanic, with the inducement that subject to passing a trade test a rank of leading aircraftman 
with a pay of 5 shillings and 6 pence a day would be awarded.  After square bashing at Morecombe I was 
drafted to No.1 Maintenance Unit at Kidbrooke, south-east London, where I was introduced to Radio-
location (and the need for secrecy).  The equipment for detecting the height of the ionosphere which was 
displayed at The Physical Society Exhibition in 1938 was missing in 1939 (or was it 1937 and 1938?).  At 
Kidbrooke the first radar I met was a GL (Gun Laying) set where the equipment was mounted in a 
revolving hut with the aerials mounted on the sides and top of the cabin.  I was also told of the existence 
of the ‘Home Chain’ and the need for secrecy.  We began our instruction on equipment called Mobile 
Chain Home which developed into the Transportable Radio Unit (TRU) which eventually became the 
Mobile Radar Unit (MRU) and was finally given an Air Ministry Experimental Station number (AMES to 
prevent the enemy knowing the unit's task). 
 
There was also the Mobile Chain Home with fixed aerials on the towers (first at 70ft above ground level 
and later 105ft agl) and the goniometer method of direction finding.  I cannot forget that the 'Secret 
Document' describing the receiver quoted, "The operation of this circuit is rather obscure but . . .".  The 
author had found out that it worked but didn't quite know how. 
 
I well remember the Naval Silica valves used in the first transmitter we saw and after about a fortnight's 
tuition I joined a draft for a unit bound for the Faroes - the equipment and our personal kit was taken up to 
Scotland, but we did not follow!  We were eventually reunited with our kit some six weeks later and sent to 
Yatesbury for a crash course on the latest Mobile Radio Unit (MRU) ground equipment - the transmitter by 
this time had air cooled anode valves enabling the peak power to be raised to some 250kW and the 
receiver had a roller blind back.  We were destined to set up station in June 1940 at Prawle Point, across 
the water from Salcombe in South Devon.  This was to be one of a series of stations to extend the 
Chain westwards from Ventnor, I of W.  The speed of change was such in those days that our instruction 
on the type of receiver we took with us lasted all of five minutes.  This was because the receiver for 
Prawle was a later version of the one we had been instructed upon.  In the morning before departing from 
Yatesbury we mechanics were called together and the instructor said (or words to the effect), "You'll see 
that what was there is now there and what was there is now there - best of luck". 
 
Incidentally, the first Chain Home Low (CHL) equipment at Prawle was one of the 'bicycle chain driven 
transmitter follower' system, but this was rapidly modified by adding a Yagi aerial on top of the receiver 
array, requiring only one turning array.  At Prawle in 1940 a gentleman 'set up shop' in a tent on site and 
from time to time requested "BEETLE" messages?  While I have been informed that this codeword 
referred to messages on the Army regional defence force network, many of the messages were of the 
nature of 'dots and dashes recurring'.  I have an idea that they were involved in detecting the German 
cross-beam navigation system, but have been unable to confirm this. 
 
At West Prawle we were billeted with local families who still used oil lamps.  You can imagine their 
thoughts when they saw a string of electricity poles making a beeline for our station. 
 
In September 1940 I was posted overseas.  When the radar units were being formed at Uxbridge I was 
originally selected for the one that became 220 AMES.  This finished up at Suda Bay in Crete and it is 
thought that only half of the personnel made it to Egypt after the evacuation of Crete.  However, 
somebody wanted to change postings and I went to 221 AMES via 221 TRU and MRU: such is fate! 
(Yes indeed - it could easily have been Eric’s fate.) 
 
I sailed from Liverpool on the ATHLONE CASTLE, around the Cape to Suez spending only 1½ days in 
Cape Town, surely the shortest stay of any convoy.  Four years three months later I was to return to 
Liverpool on the same ship, but this time via the Mediterranean Sea.  We anchored off Algiers for a week 
and spent another week waiting to dock in Liverpool due to unfavourable winds, during which time we 
went to Greenock to take on stores, a circular tour of the Isle of Man and anchoring overnight off 
Anglesey, but we did get home for Christmas.  The reception bods at Cosford were not too happy at 
having to delay their leave to process us.  
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But I digress.  From Suez I was sent to RAF Heliopolis just outside Cairo (does anyone remember the 
"Helio Flyer"- the tram which ran from Heliopolis to Cairo) and from Heliopolis to a transit camp at Helwan, 
some 20 km south of Cairo, a former spa town that smelt of hydrogen sulphide i.e. rotten eggs.  I left 
there, with the Unit, on 13 November 1940 for Alexandria.  From here we went on HMS NIEUW 
ZEELANDT to Piraeus, the port of Athens in Greece, arriving there on 17 November 1940, one week 
short of my 22 birthday.  The equipment for 221 MRU was then collected from the docks and we moved to 
a nearby school building where we stayed for a short while.  Here we were joined by a Greek Army private 
by the name of Kastenakis, soon to be known as 'Mac', and during his stay with us he considerably 
increased his vocabulary, if improperly, and acted as our interpreter.  From there we 'hit the road' to set up 
station Cape Araxos on the north west tip of the Pelopennese Peninsula ‘looking’ towards Italy.  We were 
helped by members of the Greek Army to haul the mast trailers up the twin track we had to build up to our 
site at Cape Araxos.  The towing vehicle could not manage the path so we were grateful for the 
manpower. 
 
For the literary minded, Araxos lies across the Gulf of Patras from Messalongi where the poet Byron is 
buried.  Germany was not at war with Greece at that time and it was strange being in RAF uniform and 
hearing German being spoken by 'fellow travellers' during a brief visit to Athens. 
 
It was at this station that I realised how independent we had to be of support from the United Kingdom. 
There were no technical documents for the radar equipment so all servicing was from memory.  We had 
to rebuild one of our MRU wooden masts which had shattered whilst being raised - "Post Office" 
insulators 'found' by the roadside were pressed into service.  Later, before a replacement arrived from the 
UK, on several occasions we had to maintain the modulator triode by gently tapping the envelope to 
cause the broken ends of the filament to rejoin.  We even contemplated trying to use spare transmitter 
valves from our W/T equipment.  Mentioning W/T equipment reminds me that this had to be used 
frequently as the telephone line to Athens usually went dead when we had any information to pass.  The 
Greek telephone system was, at that time, so I believe, controlled by the Germans.  For this reason the 
need to use W/T for passing information to Athens will be well understood. 
 
We had everything working by Christmas Day but deferred operations until the next day, tuning into the 
BBC instead to hear the King's Christmas message, using the Receiver monitor loudspeaker.  On the 
25th December we had bully beef stew for our dinner as our promised turkeys failed to appear.  They 
eventually arrived some weeks later and had to be "buried with full military honours". 
 
Greece was invaded by the Germans on 6 April and due to a rapid advance on their part we (now as 22I 
AMES) were instructed to decamp on 13 April 1941 and make for Piraeus in an attempt to save our 
‘secret equipment' by sea.  Whilst crossing the Corinth Canal we seemed to be the only 'bods going 
eastwards so we parked on the perimeter of Elevsis airfield about 20km short of Athens.  It was at Elevsis 
that we were credited with shooting down a Me-109 using our Lewis gun (some-records say that the 
aircraft succumbed to rifle fire) but we were the only ones firing from that side of the airfield).  The pilot 
landed as he was shot in the leg. 
 
Our CO went on to Athens for instructions but he returned with the information that HQ Athens had 
dispersed.  We also heard at this time that the port at Piraeus was out of action, so we joined the general 
movement south and joined the rest of humanity, re-crossing the Corinth Canal only a short time before it 
was captured by German paratroops.  We still had hopes that we might find a suitable ship at Argos, but 
as we approached we saw that the port was in flames so we parked on Argos airfield where we were 
'entertained' by a number of Messerschmitt Me-110s strafing the place.  We decided at this point to 
destroy our masts and trailers on the understanding that they were not really of a secret nature) and it 
would ease our onward travel eventually to Kalamata on the southern tip of the Pelopennese. 
 
After spending some time in an olive grove at Kalamata we were directed to take cover in a brewery 
adjacent to the quayside.  It was here that we said our farewells to "Mac" and destroyed the remains of 
our equipment.  At 0300 hrs on 27 April our unit, in company with many others, were instructed to make 
for the quayside where destroyers of the Royal Navy were waiting to take us off.  I discovered later that 
our unit had been split into three.  I found myself on HMS HERO and was transferred at sea to the 
DILWARA.  On board, the RAF 'types' from all over Greece were greeted by an ironic cheer from some 
ANZAC troops, crying out, "Here is where the RAF is!", for they had received virtually no air support from 
the RAF during their stay in Greece.  
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Another of the thirds of our unit had been transferred to the CITY OF LONDON, and the last third to the 
COSTA RICA.  The convoy was dive-bombed and high level bombed by the Luftwaffe; the COSTA RICA 
had its plates stove in from a near miss and eventually sank, but not before all 2400 souls on board were 
taken off by the Royal Navy and carried to Crete. 
 
Our third of the unit, with other personnel. were transferred again onto colliers (of all things) for the 
journey to  Alexandria, where the complete unit was reunited again at Helwan transit camp.  Altogether, 
some 18,000 troops were evacuated from Greece, including 8,000 from KaIamata which was occupied by 
the Germans on 29 April 1941.  Tribute must be paid to the Sunderlands and their crews, both RAF and 
civilian, which operated a near shuttle service carrying up to 80 'bods' at a time, some being so over-
loaded that they found difficulty in getting airborne and virtually skimming the surface the 400 odd miles to 
Alexandria. 
 
At the transit camp we were given a week's leave on board a Nile Steamer, anchored at Cairo and run by 
the Army but still retaining the luxuries associated with their peacetime function.  Back in Egypt and re-
equipping, the next place we erected our gear was in the desert at Gebel Qatrani, south west of Cairo, still 
as 221 AMES.   
 
Our next move in February 1942 was an exchange with 236 AMES, which then became "my" unit, a 
hutted station just south of Haifa, Palestine.  (This possibly included Eric as elsewhere he refers to 
his subsequent time in “The Middle East”).  Whilst there, we mechanics had a short exchange for 
about a month with those from the CHL on top of Mount Carmel.  Whilst at Haifa we were called by the 
Navy to see if we could help repair a radar set which I believe was a modified Air - Surface Vessel (ASV) 
set as used by the Navy in those days.  We were intrigued to find that the destroyer was HMS HERO 
which had taken us off from Kalamata in Greece several months previously.  I regret to say that I cannot 
remember whether we were able to help or not! 
 
In October 1942 I responded to a call to join an experimental unit on the outskirts of Cairo.  At this time 
the ASV equipment was being used in the Mediterranean area and was being jammed by a steady signal. 
Our task was to try and overcome this jamming.  The Unit consisted of an approximately equal number of 
Air Force and Army Signals personnel, the latter were rather jealous of the secrecy under which we 
worked, but this was appreciated in about the middle of 1943 when the United States announced that we 
had RADAR. 
 
A further use for the Air - Surface Vessel equipment by the RAF was to mount it on trucks and use it as 
forward Mobile Radar Units, as No. 600 AMES, during the desert campaigns.  (Eric states in a letter to 
‘Heroes Return’, 11 May 2004, that “after Greece he was with 204 AMES in The Western Desert”).   
In fact, I believe that one of these ASV sets was mounted on top of one of the pyramids outside Cairo 
during a Tripartite Conference held close by at Giza.   (See Fig 39a for the members attending the 
Conference - could Eric’s photo show some of the military advisers?) 
  

   
 

Fig 39a:  Chiang Kai-Shek (China), Franklin       Fig 39b:  Group of Tri-Service brass apparently 
   Roosevelt (USA) and Winston Churchill            photographed by Eric.  They seem to be 
  (British Empire) at the Cairo Conference            inspecting a highly fortified bunker or gun 
                22 - 26 November 1943          emplacement somewhere.   Could it be Cairo?  
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By the time I arrived home in December 1944 quite a number of CH mechanics had been drafted to the 
Continent so I found myself on a 'steam engine' conversion course at CH Poling (West Sussex).  From 
there I was posted to the CH at Rye (East Sussex).  While at Rye in the spring of 1945 we were issued 
with a searchlight and petrol driven generator, with instructions to "show the light" by swinging the beam 
vertically up and down so that it could be seen by a wandering 'lost aircraft' and then laid horizontally on 
an allocated bearing which would lead to a designated airfield to direct the aircraft to a landing.  It was 
very satisfying to observe a lost aircraft suddenly making a beeline along the indicated bearing and, 
presumably, making a safe landing. 
 
During my time at Rye I was sent on another course at Yatesbury (Wiltshire).  With my new found 
knowledge I was then posted for my last few months of service to the Special Torpedo Unit, Titchfield, 
Hants where I joined a unit which was trying to apply radar techniques at ultrasonic frequencies to steer 
aerial launched torpedoes - but you can guess the effects on the innards of the valves and the armatures 
of relays when the torpedo hit the water! 
 
The mother station for Titchfield was the Naval Shore Establishment at Gosport and the few nights spent 
there introduced me to some of the naval traditions, such as having to salute the Quarter Deck (the 
Guardroom) on passing, and naval ratings (not us RAF types) having to queue at the gate until a boat 
load had gathered before being let 'ashore'.  I also remember a notice on the main gate to the effect that 
"ratings are forbidden to ride their bicycles up the gang plank" (that is, the stretch of path between the 
public road and the entrance gate). 
 
So ended my service career after just a week short of six years, and looking back, I realise that I had a 
cushy time, suffering only a couple of minor accidents.  I finished up as a sergeant, during which time I 
saw quite an interesting time, covering the spectrum from microwaves to ultrasonics. 
 
Extract from RAF ADRM Newsletter No 41, Nov 2004 
 
Further to my article on "The Meanderings of a Mechanic from 1940 to 1946" in Newsletter No 40 may I 
enlarge on the Greek Army helping to haul our AMES Type 9 mast trailer up to our allocated site at 
Araxos.  It would appear that only the metal bottom section of the mast was on the trailer as, no doubt, we 
had carried the four other much lighter wooden sections up by hand.  In the photograph below, the twin 
track 'road' that we had to build up the uneven and rocky slope using broken stone can readily be seen. 
Thank goodness there was someone on the unit who knew just where to hit a boulder to cause it to break 
relatively easily - no, I don't think he had spent some time at Dartmoor!  
 

 
 

Fig 40:  “Greek soldiers assist in the donkey work!”  This photo (presumably supplied by Ken 
Hardman for publication in the Newsletter) was almost certainly taken by Eric (see Figs 18a & b). 

 
The bell tents that were on issue to the unit (see Fig 23b) leaked so much that we had to lay our anti-gas 
cloaks over our blankets at night and to be careful when we moved to ensure that any water went on the 
ground and not us. After much complaining to our CO and in our letters home, duly censored, the point 
was heeded and we were eventually issued with ridge tents complete with fly-sheets.  When we took over 
our equipment it was painted desert yellow, and we had the job of using brown and green paint to change 
to the usual green camouflage (see Fig 22a).   
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3 Return to Greece, 1965 
 
There is an interesting set of photographs in an envelope marked on the back “Greece 1940/1 + 1965”.  
They are uniform in size, bigger and clearer than the 1940-41 prints, and were all addressed on the back 
with 1 or 2 of the following 3 addresses: 
 
(i) 170, Southampton Road, Ringwood 
(ii) 88, Southampton Road, Fareham Tel 3466 
(iii) 10, Bassett Green Drive, Southampton SO2 3QH, Tel (STD 0703) 768468. 
 
This, presumably, coincides with some or all of the time Eric was a lecturer in Geology at Southampton 
University.  Some of the photographs in this collection record scenes of geological interest, others were 
taken at Classical archaeological sites and more show locations that Eric had known during his service 
time in Greece.  A small number are reprints from negatives he had taken in 1940-41 and a further few 
depict scenes taken in Crete. 
 
It looks very much as though he went on a two-centred private holiday or University field trip.  On the 
Greek mainland he (they?) appears to have been based in Athens and evidently took several day coach 
trips to sites of historical and tourist interest which also took him to some of his old stamping grounds.  
This assumption comes from the grouping and labelling of the locations of some of the photographs in the 
set.  Because we now know his movements in Greece 1940 and 1941 we can reproduce here those 1965 
shots of particular relevance to his wartime experiences and in the correct sequence.  Indeed some of the 
annotations on the 1965 photos confirm locations only surmised from the 1940-41 group.  Sadly for the 
purpose of the present exercise, there didn’t seem to be any day trip to Kalamata and so Eric was not 
given the opportunity to see again the place of his salvation and evacuation. 
 

    
 
   Fig 41a:  The Parthenon, Athens (cf Fig 10a)      Fig 41b:  Athens from the Acropolis (cf Fig 10b) 
 
What we do get from 1965 though, are pictures of the Corinth Canal, which were of both personal and 
geological interest.  
 

      
 
Fig 42a:  Eastern entrance to the Corinth Canal        Fig 42b:  The bridges were partially blown up 
(cf Fig 14a).  The PoWs crossed the canal here        by the retreating British forces when German 
 in May 1941 over German pontoons en route          paratroops attacked and captured the canal on 
  to Stalags after the surrender at Kalamata           25th April 1941 (Eric had last crossed on 22nd) 
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            Fig 42c:  Looking to the North-west      Fig 42d:  Nearly the same view, May 2009 
 

                           
 
 Fig 43a:  Ancient Corinth           Fig 43b:  Nearly the same view, May 2009 
 
 

    
 
   Fig 44a:  Gulf of Corinth coastline looking        Fig 44b:  Narrow gauge line south from the coast 
                          East (cf Fig 14e)         to the Kalavryta Gorge (cf Fig 14f) 
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            Fig 45a:  The Acropolis at Patras  Fig 45b:  Main Street, Patras (cf Fig 15b - 
                 from very nearly the same spot in 1940-41) 
 
 
 

     
 
Fig 46a:  The road back from Corinth towards  Fig 46b:  Elevsis - steel works now towering  
       Athens passing Megara and Elevsis  over fields and olive groves, the airfield still 
              flourishes for the Greek Air Force  
 
 
 

   
 
Fig 47a:  Ancient Mycenai on the way to Argos       Fig 47b:  Royal Tombs at Mycenai, May 2009 
  “House Foundations” 
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   Fig 48a:  Settlement above the Argos Plain     Fig 48b:  Castle at Argos (cf Fig 28a) 
 
 

   
 
   Fig 49a:  Ancient vaulted gallery at Tyrins,    Fig 49b:  Medieval walls at the port of  
  near Navplion      Navplion 
 
 

    
 
    Fig 50a:  The Cathedral in Tripolis  Fig 50b:  Central Square, Tripolis - the closest Eric  
       got to Kalamata in 1965 (about 50 miles by road) 
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4 The Brotherhood of Veterans 
 
4.1 Eric’s Correspondence with the Veterans 
 
Judging from the steady supply of Newsletters from mid-1997 onwards, Eric must have learned about the 
Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek Campaigns about 6 or 7 years after its inauguration by the late 
Edwin Horlington and Ken Davies and the very much extant Frank Gill.  Here are a few definitive 
statements from Edwin that pretty much say it all. 
 
4.1.1 Reflections, September 1989 
 

Why and how men survive the horrors, terrors and physical hardship of wars, particularly those 
not trained as fighting men or imbued with a fighting units traditions or espirit de corps is still a 
matter of speculation. 
 
Certainty the men that fight battles usually have the strength of mutual dependency and pride. 
Pride is very important, we all want the good opinions of the rest around us at the time, until then 
we did not know how we would react, but hoped, even feared that we would not appear cowards 
or afraid to others but mostly to ourselves.  If there is a good leadership born of a good 
relationship and respect for an Officer or N.C.O that is of great assistance and support. 
 
If one becomes detached from the unit and alone, forced into making ones own decisions as a 
generally inexperienced young man that is a unique testing time - and if surviving the instant 
maturity process involved it is never forgotten or lost. 
 
Being in a dangerous element, possible of life and death, and mastering it is a great discipline, 
one is transformed by it, regeneration through adversity. It is in fact a character experience of 
establishment, which, apart from war, is seldom available to others. 
 
As awful as wars are, or were because it is doubtful that they will be fought as in the past in this 
age of mutual destruction with 'H' bombs, the young men of the past few decades have not had 
the opportunity of testing or finding themselves unless fortunate enough or have undertaken a 
Duke of Edinburgh's scheme, tall ship sailing, Gordonstoun, Commando training or etc. The 
largest majority of men today do not know how they will shape up in time of trail, physically or 
mentally. 
 
This should be borne in mind when reading of soldiers of the 'tradesmen' rank, Bakers, Butchers, 
Clerks and Drivers etc that mainly became good fighting men without any infantry training when it 
became necessary.  It happened at Kalamata. 
 
(EXTRACTS FROM THE WAR DIARY OF THE 5TH PANZER DIVISION [GESCHICHTE DER 
PANZER DIVISION 5] 
 
A typical German reconnaissance force of motor cycle infantry with machine guns from the 13th 
Rifle Regiment and with anti tanks guns and artillery in support had entered the town (Kalamata) 
to learn what defences existed. 
 
The 5th Panzers describe the results: "In a few moments Hell broke loose, the force had stirred a 
hornets nest.  The force retreated, Lt. Muller Raab died in his side car as the armoured cars 
trundled back on riddled tyres.  Many prisoners were taken out and our heavy guns destroyed.”) 
 
In this action, in which I was involved, the man who led our counter attack, Sgt Hinton. N.Z. was 
awarded a VC. There were other awards made (see Para 4.3.4). 
 

4.1.2 Kalamata - much more difficult than Dunkirk 
 
When the evacuation of Greece by the Allied troops became inevitable the order was sent out 
from Cairo that organised fighting troops were to be give priority, thus we had a situation where 
Corps and services were arriving at Kalamata where, in the early days of the evacuation, ships 
were coming in to the docks and the mole and troops were embarking in an orderly fashion in 
daylight. 
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Even earlier other troops were able to leave from Pireaus, Navplion, The Bay of Corinth etc. 
 
The speed of the German advance however only allowed limited evacuation from ports North of 
Corinth and the biggest majority of troops were funnelled down South from the East and West 
coasts of Greece.  After Corinth the roads were clogged with abandoned vehicles, dead mules & 
horses and huge craters. The Germans bombed and strafed the road all day and we had to travel 
at night until the last few days when daytime travel just had to be undertaken. 
 
I myself having queued for hours for a ship and having reached the critical point on the mole was 
refused access by an Australian MP who was shouting A.I.F. only (Australian Imperial Forces).  I 
was turned away with many others. 
 
The result was that mostly tradesmen, Medical Corps, Drivers, Bakers, Clerks etc (and Military 
Policemen!) were left on the beaches and from these men, with a small mix of Australians & 
Kiwis, the rearguard and counter attacks were organised into which we were 'Volunteered' - if one 
still had a rifle or sidearm and ammunition one was picked to Volunteer.  After Corinth we had no 
armour or heavy weapons. 
 
The advance troops of the German armoured column we evicted from the port and area and a VC 
& other decoration were won at the time.  The Butchers & Bakers gave a good account of 
themselves. 
 
Whilst all this was going on and about 10,000 men had taken 'shelter' on the beaches under the 
trees and on the lower reaches of the mountain. The Germans were bombing and strafing at 
almost tree top height and there were many casualties. 
 
The Senior Officer at Kalamata was a Brigadier.  History shows that he was badly advised by his 
Intelligence Officers.  We were ordered to surrender at 5am on the morning of the 29th April 1941 
- this order was given on the 28th. 
 
The Navy did a wonderful job but suffered great losses and eventually was only able to come in 
under darkness and had to be out of the area by 2.30am to be beyond the reach of German 
aircraft by daylight.  The Germans were on the mole and in the docks area with heavy guns. The 
Navy sent in whalers during the night and landed at various random points along the beaches 
S.E. of the port, many men preparing to surrender became lucky, it was pure luck. Many more 
men, including the writer, took to the mountains for a couple of days and managed to escape 
later. 
 
For a week before the evacuation from the Peloponnese our aircraft had been completely 
destroyed so there was no air cover whatsoever. 
 
IT WAS NOT JUST 22 MILES ACROSS THE SEA TO SAFETY, there were no hordes of small 
boats to assist and the troops were compacted into a small area, easy targets for the German 
guns and aircraft.  10,000 men were left on the beaches to become P.O.W. 
 
To quote from the book "Greek Tragedy" referring to many Officers "With the Germans hot on 
their heels their feet were cold". 
 
So we had almost every handicap you can imagine, loss of leadership perhaps being the worst.  
At Dunkirk there were present Newspaper reporters:- Pathe News etc and the truth could not be 
hidden from the British public.  There were no such witnesses at Ka1amata and there has been a 
conspiracy of silence ever since - when did you last see a reference in a publication to Kalamata? 
 
Various War Diaries available at The Imperial War Museum show that the allied Army in Greece, 
and the Greek Forces, did a truly heroic job against vastly superior forces. 
 
E.A.H. 1990 
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4.1.3 About the Brotherhood - and how it started 
 

During 1990 I was advertising in various media seeking contact with any members of the Unit that 
I served with in Greece 1940/1.  I needed confirmation of my experiences that I had written about 
at the request of my Regimental Association.  Amongst the men I heard from was a Ken Davis, an 
ex RASC Driver who pointed out that 29th April 1991 would be the fiftieth anniversary of our 
surrender and evacuation and suggested a pilgrimage to Greece with whoever I had traced in 
time to book the trip. 
 
This was done and a party of men who took part in the Greek Mainland 1940/1 Campaign visited 
the Military Cemetery at Phaleron near Athens and we were also on the beach at Kalamata for 
the 29th April 50 - years to the day of the surrender.  Sadly Ken died a few weeks before the trip. 
 
During and after the Pilgrimage several Veterans suggested that we attempt to found a Greek 
Veterans Association.  They pointed out that there were Associations for all Campaigns expect 
Greece, this was originally Ken Davies idea.  It was also suggested that we advertised the 
intention and also held UK reunions every year.  This we have done.  Another suggestion was 
that we produce a book in an effort to publicise the Campaign which had been forgotten and 
hidden from the public at the time and ever since. 
 
Our book "Tell Them We Were Here" is still available.  At our first UK reunion the idea of erecting 
a Memorial at Kalamata was proposed and taken up.  After almost three years soliciting voluntary 
contributions from our Veterans and we collected 1,364000 Drs and with the assistance of Patrick 
Leigh-Fermor, our Memorial was designed and erected at the entrance to the railway Museum 
Park (within half a mile of the docks) at Kalamata.  
 
A group of sixty Veterans travelled to Kalamata in May 1994.  Another twenty or so made their 
own way as part of a holiday tour.  We were given a terrific Civic reception, many VIP's and an 
Honour Guard from the Greek Army of 21 meant the Veterans being give a "General Salute".  A 
reception and buffet/banquet followed in the park where the Memorial is situated. A party of us 
returned in May 1995-6-7 and were treated similarly to 1994 and we are invited to return. 
 
We are not known as a Club, Association, Charity or Society, all those need articles of 
Association, rules, regs, subs and 'Officers'.  I tried to organise that but all our Veterans are in 
their mid seventies (at least) and are well spread throughout the UK and were all well trained 
never to volunteer for anything.  It was never in my own mind to start an organisation.  Ken's 
ideas were generally popular and those concerned expected me to carry things further, since then 
we have "growed and growed" and I enjoy the work in my retirement, particularly when I am able 
to put Veterans in touch who have not met or spoken for over 50 years - which I am able to do. 
 
Our "Aim and Objective" apart from Comradeship, is to try to ensure that the Greek Campaign 
1940/1 and the men that we left behind are not forgotten.  We rely on voluntary contributions from 
Veterans to keep the Brotherhood afloat, at times when we are broke I subsidise the kitty.  We 
always need funds, please send SAE's if making enquiries. 
 
The Greek Campaign was a fiasco, we were expendable and a conspiracy of silence has 
continued to this day.  It was indeed badly managed. Most of those men who survive an active 
war, especially those that were POW for over four years, retain a gratitude of deep affection 
between companions who shared terrible experiences of starvation and brutality, comradeship 
that lasts until the end of their days.  This is what binds our Brotherhood together, no need for 
rules and regulations!  This unstructured organisation has worked well. 
 
Should the reader hear of us for the first time please send details of your unit and any dates or 
place names that you can remember, almost certainly we have a veteran that was in your Unit, 
Squadron or ship.  I keep a card index file on all veterans that have approached me.  We do not 
have parades that include 'Marching' - we assemble at the War Memorial in the town of the 
reunion, we are not Dads Army however, most of our chaps have blazers and beret but that is 
optional.  We usually fill a large hotel with over a 100 veterans or two smaller hotels which are 
side by side.  The reunions are on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.  This year, 1997, the reunion is 
at Clacton, next year it is at Leamington Spa.  (Contact Frank Gill on 051 9242712).  The 
Australian, N.Z. and Greek Government send uniformed representatives. 
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We have been very successful I feel with our Aims and Objects, apart from the Marble Memorial 
at Kalamata. 
 
We have purchased a plot of land within the National Memorial Arboretum project where on 
completion the Last Post and the Silence will be observed daily as at The Mennin Gate.  With the 
assistance of the experts from Kew our grove will be recognised as "The Greek Grove" and 
suitably signposted and with inscription.  I have donated £600 so far but I am still collecting.  We 
are widely known now, we were invited to the VE Banquet at The Guild Hall with the Prime 
Minister(s).  We were present in Hyde Park on 19th August 1995 with our new standard.  We 
have a "League of Friends of the Brotherhood" in Kalamata led by "Our Man in Kalamata", Mr 
Niko Zervis, who has been most useful to us over the past years and liaises with the Mayor, VIP's 
and others in organising our receptions. 
 
We now have a new standard, full size, which we paraded on VJ day at the Queen’s Review in 
London.  We received a "mention" on the BBC commentary coverage and appear on the BBC TV 
coverage (if you know where to look). 
 
We have been invited back to Kalamata next year.  The Mayor has promised to do better than last 
time (which will be difficult).  Anyone wishing to join us please let me know ASAP, there is nothing 
binding involved but I need to have a good estimate of numbers in order to apply for seat 
allocation on the only Sunday flight direct to Kalamata.  Every trip to Kalamata so far we have had 
to refuse several late comers who have applied only 4-5 weeks before the flight. 
 
"THEY SHALL NOT GROW OLD" - BUT THEY WOULD HAVE LIKED THE OPPORTUNITY. 
 
Yours in Comradeship, 
 
Edwin Horlington 
1997 

 
 
4.1.4 Sergeant Hinton VC, obituary, Daily Telegraph 1997 

 
In Paras 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 Edwin Horlington refers to an action during the battle for Kalamata in 
which he also participated, the leader of which was awarded the Victoria Cross.  Jack Hinton died 
in the same year that Eric appears to have got involved with the Brotherhood of Veterans, and 
may have had some influence on his joining.  Eric was evidently pleased and proud to feel an 
association with the Kiwi hero, and Edwin, and the battle, even though he had actually been 
evacuated two nights earlier.  I imagine the following rather gung-ho obituary cutting was taken 
from his own copy of the Daily Telegraph. 
 

  
 

Fig 51:  Obituary of Sergeant Hinton VC, Daily Telegraph, 3 July 1997 
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The text reads: 
 
SERGEANT JACK HINTON, who has died at Christchurch, New Zealand, age 87, was awarded a 
Victoria Cross for his actions in the battle at the port of Kalamata in the Peloponnese, Greece, on 
April 28 1941. 
 
On April 6, the Germans, with overwhelming tank and air superiority, had invaded Yugoslavia and 
Greece simultaneously. Yugoslavia collapsed within 10 days; the Greeks held out for a few days 
longer. 
 
In the meantime, a combined British, Australian and New Zealand force, together with a Polish 
brigade, had been dispatched by General Wavell from the western desert (where it was badly 
needed) to help the Greeks. But when the Yugoslav and Greek armies had surrendered and the 
Germans had seized the bridge over the Corinth Canal with airborne troops, desperate attempts 
were made to evacuate the Allied force before the final surrender. 
 
On the night of April 28, Hinton was among troops in the port of Kalamata waiting to embark in 
Royal Navy ships, when an armoured German reconnaissance column reached the outskirts. The 
order to retreat closer to the port was given.  When he heard the order, Hinton shouted: "To hell 
with this, who will come with me?" - though using slightly stronger language.  He then rushed 
forward to attack the nearest gun in the German column. The gunners fired a shell at him but 
missed; Hinton then threw two grenades which killed them. 
 
The Germans on the following six-inch self-propelled gun took fright as they saw the party of New 
Zealanders, including Hinton, racing towards them. They abandoned their guns and took refuge in 
two nearby houses.  Hinton rushed into the nearest house, killing the Germans with his bayonet.  
Turning into the second house, he finished off the occupants there. 
 
Meanwhile, the rest of his party captured a six-inch German gun which they could turn on the rest 
of the enemy column.  However, the main German force was now reaching the area, and after 
further desperate fighting overwhelmed the defenders and captured the port. 
 
Hinton fought to the end, but was captured after being badly wounded in the stomach. His spirited 
counter-attack had delayed the German advance, and enabled more of the Allied force to be 
evacuated. 

 
John Daniel Hinton, whose father had served as a sergeant in the New Zealand forces in the 
South African war of 1899-1902, was born in New Zealand on Sept 17th 1909.  Aged 12, Jack ran 
away from home to work for a grocer, later becoming a farm worker, travelling salesman, 
swagman (tramp), gold prospector, and galley-hand on a whaler which spent many months in the 
Antarctic. 
 
On the outbreak of the Second World War, Hinton was a foreman-driver with a public works 
department on South Island.  He enlisted and, though 30-years-old and with no military 
experience, was soon promoted sergeant. 
 
In 1940, the New Zealanders arrived in Egypt and began training in the desert.  One day, General 
Bernard Freyberg asked Hinton about the standard of shooting in the force.  Hinton, normally a 
quiet man, but outspoken when he felt it was needed, answered:  "How would you expect them to 
bloody-well shoot?  Not enough rations, stinking heat and sand." 

 
"Repeat that," said Freyberg.  Hinton did. "What is your name?" asked Freyberg.  Hinton told him.  
"Oh yes, Hinton," said the general, "carry on."  
 
After being wounded in Greece, Hinton spent months in hospital near Athens, and then in the 
hospital of a PoW camp in Germany.  When the notice of his VC award came through the 
Germans paraded a special guard of honour for him.  The next year, when he was in solitary 
confinement for an attempt to escape from Bad Suiza, he was taken out and paraded in front of a 
German general.  To Hinton's surprise, the general put a VC ribbon on his shirt and 
offered him some champagne.  Hinton, suspecting this was a propaganda ploy, brusquely refused 
the champagne and was promptly put back into solitary.  
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A later attempt to escape was also short-lived, but when the camp was liberated by Americans 
Hinton borrowed an American uniform and fought briefly as a GI - until an officer learned that he 
was a New Zealander and sent him to the rear. 
 
The VC was presented to Hinton by King George VI at Buckingham Palace in 1945.  After the 
war, Hinton returned to New Zealand and entered the hotel business, managing, leasing and 
finally owning his own hotel. 
 
He was very much at home in the horse world, being an expert in trotting races.  Kind and with a 
great sense of fun, Hinton was also a man of innate wisdom and great courtesy, even to people 
he did not particularly like.  He loved New Zealand and felt the modern politicians and schools 
were not serving the country as well as they should. 
 
Jack Hinton's first wife died in 1950.  He is survived by his second wife, Molly.  There were no 
children from either marriage. 

 
4.2 Eric’s Return to Kalamata, 2004 & 2005 
 
Eric finally returned to Kalamata in May 2004, sixty-three years after his previous departure, as a member 
of the Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek Campaigns to attend the annual Remembrance Service and 
attendant ceremonies.  Below is a small selection of his photographs of that occasion, taken by his 
daughter Bridget.  He went again in 2005 accompanied by another of his daughters, Judith. 
 
 

   
 
                   Fig 52a:  The troops assemble   Fig 52b:  The crowd gathers 
 
 
 

   
 
            Fig 52c:  The Service begins         Fig 52d:  The band plays and the guard salutes 
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   Fig 52e:  Eric poses with his comrades . . .              Fig 52f:  . . . and with his daughter Bridget 
 
 

       
 
         Fig 52g:  . . . and with Cyril Symons            Fig 52h:   . . . and alone 
 
 

   
 

Fig 53a & b:  Official invitation from the Mayor and Council of Kalamata 
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      Fig 54a:  As a souvenir he picked up this picture postcard of a street scene in  
              Kalamata as it was in 1918 . . . 
 
  

 
 
 

      Fig 54b:  . . .  and somehow found this early pre-1965 bi-lingual German road-map of Greece 
which he thought could have been used by the invading forces 
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4.2.1 Report in The Cornish Guardian, July 2004 
 

From his occasional correspondence with the Brotherhood (which included several voluntary 
donations), Eric seems to have been contemplating joining the annual Kalamata reunion trips 
from about the year 2000 onwards, but for one reason or another didn’t get round to making it 
until 2004.  He was accompanied by his daughter Bridget and a fellow Veteran from Cornwall, 
Cyril Symons.  This is their moment of glory as reported in the Cornish Guardian 15 July 2004. 
 

                      
 

 
 
The accompanying text, by Marjorie Barrie, reads as follows: 

 
TWO 84-year-old Second World War veterans of the 1940-41 Greek Campaign recently visited 
Kalamata for a ceremony at the Monument of the Fallen Allies and Greeks in the Battle of 
Kalamata.  Eric Milner Kay of Pont Lanteglos-by-Fowey, who took part in the battle on April 28, 
1941, was joined on the trip by Cyril Symons of Menyrneet, near Liskeard. 
 
Eric, who was accompanied by his daughter, Brigid Brett of Highway, Lanteglos-by-Fowey, saw 
wartime service in the RAF as a specialist radar operator and Cyril as a despatch rider with the 
RAOC, both men having joined the forces when barely out of their teens. 

 
Although his job was in ground radar, when it came to defending the radar unit and its crew in the 
Battle of Kalamata Eric, in typical British fashion, was put in charge of an old First World War 
Lewis machine gun "simply", he says, "because I'd been in the OTC at school!"  Although he had 
never fired a machine gun in his life, as a teenager Eric had done a lot of pigeon shooting on his 
father's farm on the Isle of Wight where he became good at estimating the birds' speed as he took 
aim.  This experience stood him in good stead.  

Fig 55a, b & c:  Pictures in the 
Cornish Times, 15 July 2004 
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Being confronted by a Stuka bomber screaming towards his unit in a speed dive, he estimated the 
aircraft's speed before letting fly. "To my surprise," he says, "I scored a direct hit on its under-belly 
and it crashed nearby.  "Some soldiers pulled the German pilot, who'd been hit in the leg, from the 
wreckage and he was led away shaking his fist at me and screaming 'You English swine; I will kill 
you!” 
 
The trip to Kalamata was underwritten by Heroes Return, part of a special Lottery-funded 
Veterans Agency programme. 
 
Although Cyril had been back to Greece several times since the war on trips arranged by the 
Brotherhood of Greek Veterans, the visit to Kalamata was Eric's first since the events of 1941. 
"For more than 60 years I had pushed it all so far back in my mind that it was difficult at first to 
relate the rebuilt Kalamata to the embattled town I last saw all those years ago, says Eric. 
 
"It was not until we walked into the old part of the town and visited the Greek Orthodox Church, 
where we lit four candles, and after we'd been down to the docks, that I felt the connection to the 
past. 
 
Both Eric and Cyril were evacuated from Greece by the Royal Navy in what Eric describes as "a 
kind of mini Dunkirk".  Eric, after dumping the most secret parts of British RADAR in the harbour 
to keep it out of German hands, was taken off from Kalamata itself. 
 
Attack 
 
Despite being subjected to continual attack by German bombers, Eric's ship reached Egypt 
safely, whilst others in the convoy were sunk.  Cyril, however, found himself being landed at Suda 
Bay in Crete where his unit was to wait to be taken on to Egypt. 
 
"Raids on Suda Bay were continuous," says Cyril, "and with our equipment abandoned in Greece 
we cowered in the trenches for most of the day.  Then, on May 20, I heard the sound of German 
planes. I glanced up and saw thousands of German paratroopers floating down." 

 
After hiding in a gully for days, Cyril's unit walked 60 miles across the mountains to get to Sfakia 
on the south coast.  For Cyril, who had succeeded in escaping from both France and Greece, it 
was not to be a case of third time-lucky.  He says: "When we reached Sfakia we took shelter in a 
big cave on the beach. One group got away on the first night, but when the next night came there 
were no more boats. 
 
"The next morning the CO called us all together and told us that the island had surrendered to the 
Germans and that we'd have to consider ourselves prisoners of war.  I remember that my first 
thought was 'we will get some food at last’, and my second thought was ‘thank God there would 
be no more bombs or machine-gun fire’. 
 
Cyril's second thought proved premature as the Germans rained down mortars. "As we dived for 
cover I felt something hit me in the stomach.  I found that a piece of shrapnel, about three inches 
long, had hit my webbing belt and cut it in two.  Had it not it would have penetrated my stomach." 
 
Cyril and his unit were told by their captors that they would have to retrace their steps across the 
mountains and return to Suda Bay where they were eventually put on board an Italian ship and 
taken to an old Greek army barracks at Salonika. 
 
"The month we spent there was the worst we had to endure," says Cyril.  "The food was not 
plentiful and we were pestered with lice.  We were very weak and many PoWs died there, mainly 
through malnutrition."  When they finally arrived at one of the big Stalags in Germany Cyril's 
weight had plummeted.   

 
Some of the ranks were often sent to work in quarries and factories, under less strict supervision, 
and Cyril spent most of his time doing this kind of work.  His first destination was a granite quarry 
in a village in Northern Czechoslovakia where he was one of 25 British POWs put to work there.  
He has some unique black and white photographs of himself and his colleagues taken by one of 
their German guards. 
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The camp commandant, nick-named ‘Shorty’ by the prisoners, realised how weak the men were 
and managed to produce some Red Cross parcels and extra food and clothes.  "We had a lot to 
thank Shorty for," says Cyril.  "On our first Christmas he let us have a small Christmas tree and a 
large jug of beer, plus a special Christmas parcel.  "He was alone on duty on Christmas evening 
and he came down and joined us, and one thing I always remember was his playing Silent Night 
on his harmonica -it made the evening." 
 
Compared to the PoW camps, the regime was relaxed - Shorty arranged for a team of French 
PoWs to play them at football.  "Shorty was the referee", says Cyril, "and we lost 7-0, but they had 
more than 100 men to choose from and we only had 25." 
 
After about a year they were told the quarry was closing down and they were sent to work at a 
food factory. "Shorty said good-bye to us and we hoped that he would survive the war," says 
Cyril.  On May 7, 1945, the news came that the war was over and they were free at last. 
 
Abandoned 
 
Their German guards abandoned them to return to their units and Cyril travelled to Brussels by 
train, lorry and on foot, passing through war-ravaged Europe in the chaos which followed the end 
of hostilities.  After seven weeks he finally made it and was flown back to England on June 26. 
 
Eric's next posting after the Western Desert was the Middle East and, finally, St Mawgan in 
Cornwall. After demobilisation he studied at Oxford and Southampton universities and became a 
senior member of the academic staff at Southampton. 
 
Eric was mentioned In dispatches for his part in the Greek Campaign and awarded the Balkans 
Medal by the Greek government.  Cyril, whose war memories are lodged in the Imperial War 
Museum in London, received a Greek Campaign 1941 medal from the Greek government. 
 
Note that the Cornish press (and/or Eric) got carried away a little and attribute Eric’s 
shooting down of the Stuka to the Battle of Kalamata when the shooting actually took 
place at Elevsis, probably on the 20th April; Eric left Kalamata on the night of 26/27th and 
the Battle took place on the night of 28/29th.  But it all makes for exciting reading. 
 
Eric went out again to the Kalamata ceremonies the following year with his daughter Judith as 
accompanying carer, as provided for by the Heroes Return organisation.  I don’t have any 
photographs from this trip - but there is an order form for an RAF wreath that Eric ordered and 
presumably Judith laid in her capacity of Flight Lieutenant in the RAF Volunteer Reserve. 
 

 Fig 56:  Eric’s RAF wreath ordered for the 2005 trip 
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From somewhere he had acquired this understandably rather propagandist authoritative  
summary reference book published by the Ministry of Information the following year, 1942: 
 
“The campaign described in this book will occupy a proud place in the story of the British and 
Imperial armies' exploits in this war.  The introductory chapter explains on what grounds - of 
national honour as well as long-term strategy - the decision to support the Greeks was taken, and 
the remaining chapters describe in detail the heroic rearguard action, first down the length of the 
Greek peninsula and then across the mountains of Crete, in which the campaign for the most part 
consisted.  The book is a tribute to the fighting qualities of the Imperial and Greek armies and 
their toughness in the face of overwhelming difficulties.  It covers all the military operations 
between the arrival of the Imperial Expeditionary Force in February, 1941, and the evacuation 
from Crete in June, 1941.  It is illustrated by six line maps, two showing the general setting of the 
campaigns in Greece and Crete, and four more which detail the most crucial of the actual 
operations.” 
 
“Here were a people who not only had the right to help but who also deserved help. . . every 
consideration of honour dictated the maximum possible help to Greece.  But it would be 
misleading to suppose that there were not equally strong military reasons for the adventure. As 
Mr. Churchill stated in his review of the campaign, the military authorities considered that there 
was a line which, given certain circumstances, could be successfully defended.  The Greek 
campaign was not undertaken as a hopeless or suicidal operation.  It turned out to be a 
rearguard action only, though even so it was not without a salutary influence on the enemy's 
strategy in the Near East. . . . Enemy losses were at least 6,000 killed or drowned and 11,000 
wounded; and these were all crack troops.  He also used in his attack between 1,400 and 
1,500 aircraft of all types; and used up many of them with their crews.  That was the scale of 
forces diverted from the other campaigns which he was then planning --- notably the assault on 
Russia." 

 
 

Fig 57:  A brief account of a brief Campaign (I now have my own copy - a present from 
Tizzy at Christmas 2011 - signed on the first page “Burton December 1942”) 
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4.3 Following my Father’s and Eric’s Footsteps 
 
4.3.1 2009 
 
The following few sample photographs of the Remembrance Service are simply included as evidence that 
nothing changes - and we shall continue to remember them. 
 

   
 
              Fig 58a:  The dignitaries gather          Fig 58b:  The Service begins 
 
 

    
 
                 Fig 58c:  The band plays       Fig 58d:  The speeches are made 
 

     
 
Fig 58e:  The wreathes are laid by Veterans . . .      Fig 58f:  . . .  and their descendants  
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4.3.2 2010 
 

 
 

                   Fig 59a-f:  We shall (continue to) remember them 
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4.3.3 2011 
 
The 70th Anniversary - with all the trimmings - never to occur again in this form: 
 

   
 
       Fig 60a:  HMS Sutherland          Fig 60b:  The Red Arrows 
 
 

     
 
    Fig 60c:  The Greek Clergy        Fig 60d:  RN Honour Guard   Fig 60e:  Vets Old Guard 
 
 

    
 
          Fig 60f:  Duty done for another year             Fig 60g:  Sunset Ceremony 
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The next day was intended to be one of the most interesting for me - in following Eric Kay’s footsteps.  
Eric (see Dad - Military Policeman module, Para 5.15) had been the father of our very good English friend 
in the Scottish Highlands, Georgie Grimson (see the Wester Ross module).  Two of her sisters had been 
to Kalamata reunions with Eric before I discovered the existence of the Brotherhood of Veterans, and 
were this year as well (Fig 61). 
 
I had three photographs of Eric’s that I wanted to try and reproduce “then and now”.  From my earlier work 
I knew that Eric and his mobile RAF radar unit had set up a surveillance site on the narrow Araxos 
Peninsula, the furthermost north-western tip of the Peloponnesus.  From Google satellite maps and Eric’s 
original photographs I had estimated a likely location for his station and wanted dearly to investigate it on 
the ground - maybe even bring a lost artefact back home for Georgie.  
 

      
 
     Fig 61:  Judith & Bridgett,   Fig 62:  Could this be Eric’s radar site? 
  two of Eric’s daughters at the 
    Kalamata memorial service 
 

    
 
  Fig 63a:  Man-handling the mast trailer up  Fig 63b:  Eric’s team digging in with the 
             the rough track to the summit        mast erected on the summit behind 
 
Unfortunately the headland upon which the satellite evidence was so enticingly suggestive was still under 
the control of the Greek military - possibly a Naval firing range or communications centre.  It was fenced 
off with armed guards and I wasn’t going to try to talk my way in.  I am pretty sure that was the right place. 
 
We drove up onto an adjacent headland but couldn’t really see much detail from there: 
 

  Circular defensive 
  Lewis gun sandbag 
  enclosures??? 

  Rectangular hard- 
  standing for two 
  radar trucks??? 

  Square base for 
  aerial mast??? 

  Roughly cleared 
  track up from 
  roadway??? 
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Fig 64a & b:  From the track-way up the next rise we could see just one modern aerial mast 
 
The following day we set out to bag the second of my targets for Eric.  This one turned out to be much 
more successful.  Following up a name on one of his photographs, I had discovered that “Achaia Clauss” 
was a vineyard somewhere to the southeast of Patras.  The hotelier at the Lintzi had told us how to get 
there.  And what a pleasant discovery: 
 

     
 
   Fig 65a:  “Achaia Clauss” by Eric Kay, 1941         Fig 65b: Same by Beth, 2011 (before cropping) 
 
Despite the fact that there was a manned ticket booth outside the main gate there was no charge for 
entry.  Inside there was no-one to be seen so we just wandered about the facilities admiring the 
architecture, the gardens and the various statues and busts on plinths - mainly of the honourable Herr 
Gustav Clauss.  Eventually we found our way inside to a welcoming bar and a very helpful lady guide by 
the name of Antonia Rapti. 
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Fig 66a, b & c:  Welcome to Achaia Clauss 
 

“In 1859, Gustav Clauss, a representative of the Bavarian company Fels and Co., purchased an area of 
60 acres (240,000 m2) of land from the landowner George Kostakis in Patras at an altitude of 500 meters. 
His initial interest was in blackcurrants, but he built a summer residence there, where he planted a few 
vines as a hobby. 
 
In 1861 he established the winery Achaia Clauss, which initially was managed by the estate of the Jakob 
Klipfel company. The first years of Achaia Clauss were extremely difficult since the property was attacked 
almost daily by gangs of brigands. The new venture nevertheless managed to survive and to establish 
itself in the region through its links with the central government of the Bavarian King Otto of Greece. 
In 1872 the owners of Fels and Co., together with Theodor Harburger and Gustav Clauss, founded the 
"Achaia Wine Company". From 1873 until 1881 the company was managed by Emil Werl, and from 1883 
by Gustav Clauss himself. From 1908 the company specialised in production of the Mavrodaphne and 
Demestica wines. 
 
Clauss died shortly after, and the company passed into the hands of a German named Gudert from whom 
on the outbreak of World War 1 the Greek government confiscated the factory as an enemy alien asset. In 
1920 it passed into the ownership of Vlassis Antonopoulos, and from then on, with a slight pause during 
the German occupation in Wotld War 2 (at least it seems to have been respected by the Occupiers), the 
company developed rapidly. 
 
A major landmark was in 1955 when the company took on Konstantinos Antonopoulos, who installed new 
machines in the factory and recruited a team of specialists. In 1983 the company launched their new 
bottling plant. In 1997 the position of chairman and chief executive was taken by Nikos Karapanos. 
Since its establishment the site has always been a popular destination for visitors and continues to be so.” 
 

         
 

Fig 67a & b:  The vineyard on 2011 
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Fig 68a & b:  The vineyard in 1941 - Eric’s team-mates and the locals 
(owners, managers or other visitors?) 

 

     
 
      Fig 68c:  On the way up to the vineyard                           Fig 68d:  What we’re here for! 
    (a taxi from Patras on local weekend leave?) 
 
 
Regrettably we couldn’t stay too long at Achaia Clauss as we had some way to drive up into the 
mountains of the northern Peloponnesus .  Our destination was a remote winter sport town called 
Kalavryta.  One of the attractions was the narrow-gauge cog railway cut through and into a tight gorge 20 
miles down from the Chelmos range to the Gulf of Korinth coast at Diakopto.  Eric had photographed the 
seaward end of the line in 1940 or 41 whilst driving out to or back from Patras and Araxos.  This was the 
third and last of my trio of “Eric targets”. 
 

    
 
                         Fig 69a:  “The light railway to Chelmos”          Fig 69b:  Couldn’t get off the 
                 train but this is the same spot 
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5 Two Coincidences 
 

5.1 Mobile Radar Intelligence Units 
 
In 1956, only 15 years after Eric’s team had been gallivanting around Greece and Egypt, spying on the 
enemy with a highly classified piece of advanced mobile radar detection equipment, I left home and 
started work in the Radio Department of the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough.  A few years 
later I was doing exactly the same as Eric (we even converted surplus Second World War anti-aircraft gun 
and radar control trailers into towable, trackable, experimental systems.  These were Cold War years, our 
enemy was the Soviet Union, and their front line in northern Europe was the East-West German border, 
i.e. the Iron Curtain (its location traceable partly to the Greek campaign).  In the early 1960s I was a 
member of a small team covertly patrolling the border fence, passively observing and recording the 
operations and specifications of all the Soviet radar systems we could detect.  Nothing new under the sun! 
 

   
 
Fig 70a:  Duffle coated spies? Dead give-away!       Fig 70b:  Early prototype trials in the UK   
 

          
 

Fig 70c & d:  Some of the Field Trials Units we operated (no Crossley 3-tonners now)   
 

      
 

Fig 70e & f:  Some more of our toys  
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Fig 71a & b:  East German border fence (with mine fields & armed lookout posts) - we patrolled the             
  complete British Sector from the Baltic Coast to the Hartz Mountains 
 

5.2 Fatherhoods and Brotherhoods 
 
The second coincidence is that my father was in Kalamata in April 1941 as well, for the same reason as 
Eric.  It was only in 2006 that I discovered the existence of the Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek 
Campaign and became aware of their annual Remembrance Service in Kalamata every May and Reunion 
Dinner near the National Arboretum every September.  Eric had already been a member and made the 
pilgrimage long before I had even heard of it.  The discovery that the Veterans community was so much 
alive and well, and enthusiastically supported by their children, of course (i.e. my generation) was a 
revelation and a delight.  Furthermore, to discover that a lot of the ‘children’ had suffered the same lack of 
communication from their fathers about their war years was a sort of negative comfort.  It all came 
together to trigger me into finding out what my old man would never tell me when he was alive.  This is 
how it all started for me (it is still on-going).  The following explanation is taken from my written account 
“Following Father’s Footsteps”, retracing his four-year journey from surrender into captivity by the 
Germans at Kalamata in April 1941 to liberation from Salzburg by the Americans in May 1945.  There are 
many such stories waiting to be uncovered and recorded - Eric Kay’s is now one of them. 

 
Original Source Material 
 
The first piece of research I attempted on the topic of my father’s wartime experiences got me nowhere at 
all - in fact in a sense it knocked me back for the next 50 years!  I must have been about 6 years old when 
I asked him that all-too-common, boy-hood  innocent, hero-worshiping question,  “What did you do in the 
war, Daddy?”  I can’t remember exactly what he said in reply, but he certainly didn’t answer the question - 
and he made it perfectly clear that he didn’t want to be asked again - ever! 
 
I did actually overhear him telling some friend or relation the odd snippet, like the Yugoslav prisoner taking 
the biggest piece of issued-to-be-shared black bread from the bottom of the pile; making a key for “the 
radio room”; scrumping apples from an orchard near the farm he was working on as a PoW and having 
his guard (rifle and all) running away ahead of him when the farmer came out with his shotgun!  But these 
things were not told to a son wanting to look up to his father - he would say nothing directly to me - and 
not much to Mum by her account - and on his return he destroyed all the letters he had written home.  
(Luckily my Grandparents had kept four letter cards he had addressed separately to them, and they 
formed the meagre basis of my serious research when I eventually got round to it).  Mum had also given 
me one or two photographs of myself in my early years, with and without her, which she had sent out to 
Dad at various times before and after capture, addressed and dated. 
 
I had by now found his Service Record Books and Pay Book; his Africa Star and 1939-45 War Medal; a 
Christmas card and a birthday card sent from Greece before the German invasion of April 1941; his dog-
tag and his PoW identity wristband.  This was pretty much the sum total of tangible hard evidence with 
which the journey to uncover Dad’s war experiences had to be built.  We knew he had been sent out to 
Palestine just a month after I was born, January 1940.  He had been transferred to Greece  (photo-
graphed at a place then unknown to me called Phaleron Bay in March 1941).  He had been taken prisoner 
on 29th April 1941, and was working on a farm in Radkersburg, Austria by 1942. His lettercards were 
franked and “geprufed” at Stalag XVIII A and XVIII D, and Mum had posted one to Nebenlager XVIII B, 
wherever they were!  He came home shortly after the war in Europe ended in May 1945.   
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These things I knew or knew of, kept in a box or kept in my head from 1946 or so when my first question 
of him went unanswered, right through to about 2006 when Beth’s brother Andrew gave me a book to 
read which changed everything. 
 
PoW Source Material 
 
I think Beth and I had just flown in to Heathrow from one of our Polar trips and Andy had picked us up and 
taken us back to his place in Woking.  It was sheer and wonderful coincidence that he had very recently 
finished reading a rather dog-eared piece of ex-jumble.  The book in question that gave me the magic clue 
as to how I might discover an awful lot more about Dad’s existence as a Prisoner of War was titled “MI 9 
Escape and Evasion 1939-1945” by M.R.D. Foot and J.M. Langley.  Published in 1979, it was an account 
of “the British secret service that fostered escape and evasion 1939-1945 and its American counterpart”.  
It didn’t look very exciting on the face of it, in fact a particularly dull cover, I thought (see Fig 62a).  Never 
judge a book by its cover, the old adage goes - and this was living proof.  As a boy I had, of course, read 
and/or seen the Colditz Story, the Wooden Horse, Naked Island, Stalag 17 etc, partly because that’s what 
I did in the early 1950s, and partly it was to learn something - no matter how distorted, of prison camp life.  
(In 1954 I even wrote to Her Majesty’s Stationery Office to obtain a copy of a brief official report on “The 
Treatment of Prisoners of War during the Korean War” to get an update.  I never told Dad.) 
 
The map at Fig 62b was the crux to everything that followed in the next three years - the pin hole chink 
that led to the searchlight glare.  In fact, it was what the map did not show, rather than what it did, that 
was the real trigger to the ensuing investigations and ultimate revelations, without which this account, and 
Dad’s Prisoner of War story, could never have been written.  The map shows a variety of relevant Oflags, 
Stalags and Stalag Lufts distributed over several German-occupied European countries.  They are all 
identified by a name and a number.  Occasionally some of the numbers seem to be clustered 
geographically, others not.  And it is obvious that the sequence of numbers is not complete - these are 
only the ones referred to in the book.  But it was the first time I had ever seen any map at all indicating the 
locations of German PoW camps.   I knew Dad had been in or associated with Stalags XVIII A, B and D, 
but there wasn’t a single XVIII anywhere on the page.  But it yelled out to me “Not on this map, perhaps, 
but there must be others somewhere that are more complete”. 
 

 
 

Fig 72a:  The book that kick-started the research and ultimately the pilgrimage.  Not a particularly 
exciting front cover - but note the hacksaw blade in the standard escape kit on the rear cover - 

just what Dad had used to make his ‘radio room’ key (I have it still) 
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It all sounds so blindingly obvious now.  Not exactly an Einsteinian moment, looking back on it, but 
definitely a bit of Aristotalian “Eureka” for me, at any rate - I had found the key that was going to open up 
the flood gates.  As soon as I got back to work at the shipyard in Barrow I was on my pc and into the 
internet.  First I found “Moosberg Online”, then “Data Wales”, then Ian Brown’s excellent “Stalag 
18a/frameset”, the latter proving to be invaluable as a source of parallel experiences to my father.  
Through these sites I began to build up the basis of my current understanding.  They led me to the 
Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek Campaigns (I had the honour of speaking to the founder Edwin 
Horlington, shortly before his death) and to the National Ex-Prisoner of War Association.  They also taught 
me that I was far from alone in experiencing the conspiracy of silence towards their admiring offspring.  
There were also some changed social and psychological attitudinal problems for returning servicemen 
and PoWs to adjust to ‘back home’, hardly surprising in the circumstances. 
 
The first piece of the puzzle was to establish exactly where Stalags XVIII A, B and D had been located, 
and why - at more or less the same time that he should have been in one or other of these camps - he 
was also working on a farm in a place called Radkersburg.  “Moosburg Online” showed me that the 
German-defined wartime control zones dividing up occupied Europe placed all PoW camps identified as 
XVIIIs in southern Austria.  This was their Military district (or Wehrkreis).  In the list below “Ilag” is for 
civilian internees, the “Oflags” for officers and the “Stalags” for NCOs & other ranks. 

 

 
 

Fig 72b:  Map showing the locations of German prison camps mentioned in the MI 9 book 
 

Wehrkreis XVIII - Salzburg [Österreich, Slowenien] 

Lager Nr. Ort heutiger Ort heutiger Staat Zeit 

Ilag XVIII Spittal a.d. Drau Spittal a.d. Drau Österreich 9.1944-1945 

Oflag XVIII A Lienz Lienz Österreich 10.1939-1943 

Oflag XVIII A Wagna Wagna Österreich 1943-9.1944- 

Oflag XVIII B Wolfsberg Wolfsberg Österreich 10.1939-3.1941 

Oflag XVIII C Spittal a.d. Drau Spittal a.d. Drau Österreich 10.1939-3.1941 

Oflag 78 Großgmain Großgmain Österreich 4-5.1941 
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Stalag XVIII A Wolfsberg Wolfsberg Österreich 3.1941-5.1945 

Stalag XVIII A/Z Spittal a.d. Drau Spittal a.d. Drau Österreich -9.1944 

Stalag XVIII B Spittal a.d. Drau Spittal a.d. Drau Österreich 3.1941-10.1942 

Stalag XVIII B Wagna Wagna Österreich 10.1942-2.1943 

Stalag XVIII B/Z Marburg Maribor Slowenien 8.1942-11.1942 

Stalag XVIII C (317) (317 C) Markt Pongau St. Johann i. Pongau Österreich 3.1941-4.1945 

Stalag XVIII C/Z (317 C/Z) Landeck Landeck Österreich -12.1944- 

Stalag XVIII D (306) Marburg Maribor Slowenien 3.1941-1945 

Stalag 327 Spittal a.d. Drau Spittal a.d. Drau Österreich 1945 

 
Fig 73a:  List of all XVIII Area Stalags in Austria & Slovenia 

 
Very soon after learning what a Wehrkreis was, I discovered that most enlisted PoWs were out-placed in 
numerous small ArbeitsKommando working parties in the Wehrkreis area as very low-paid replacements 
for the male workforce who had been conscripted into the German war machine.  Judging by the accounts 
of others, I am assuming that Dad spent most of his four years in captivity in ArbeitsKommando 233/L at 
and/or around Radkersburg and Altneudorfl (as his fellow prisoner Sam Brearley certainly did initially).  
The changing of the postal address from Stalag XVIIID at Marburg to XVIII B at Wagna and then XVIII A 
at Wolfsberg fits with the dates listed in the table above and I am sure indicates the location of his 
administrative control base and post-room more than his actual accommodation site. 
 
Having found the locations of the permanent Stammlager camps (abbreviated to “Stalag”) in Austria I then 
went on to discover the temporary forward assembly and transit camps Du(r)chgangslagers (Dulags) in 
Greece, listed as follows: 
 

Griechenland 

Lager Nr. Ort heutiger Ort heutiger Staat Zeit 

Dulag 135/I Athens Athens / Athína Griechenland 9.1941 

Dulag 183 (Saloniki) (Thessaloniki) Griechenland 7.1941-9.1941 

Dulag 185 Saloniki Thessaloniki Griechenland  

Dulag 185 Korinth Korinth / Kórinthos Griechenland 5.1941 

Frontstalag 304 Lovanio ? Griechenland  

 
Fig 73b:  List of all Assembly Area Dulags in Greece 

 
I am specially indebted to Sam Brearley for the gift of his privately published personal record titled “Sam’s 
Saga”.  Sam was in very close company with Dad all the way from Corinth transit camp in May 1941 right 
through to working on adjacent farms at Altneudorfl and Radkersburg until December 1941 when Sam 
was invalided back to Stalag XVIII D.  It is from Sam that we know that Dad was definitely in Marburg 
camp for a few weeks in July/Aug 1941 - his identity wristband and prisoner’s registration form were 
issued by Frontstalag 306 (Stalag XVIII D Marburg) but are not visibly dated.  Incidentally, it is also from 
Sam that we know that Dad was in Dulag 185 Transit camp in Corinth in May 1941 and transported up to 
Dulag 183 in Salonika (as they then knew it), having to negotiate the Thermopylae Pass on foot in the 
process.  Further-more we also learn from Sam of the public humiliation of the prisoners by their German 
guards at both Salonika and Belgrade.  
 
Details of the long, arduous journey into captivity, the conditions in the camps and work parties, the long 
march to Stalag XVIII C in Markt Pongau just before the end, and the last leg home are well documented 
by a host of personal recollections.  “Tell Them We Were Here” by Edwin Horlington is a gold-mine of first 
hand accounts, both of the Greek Campaign and going into captivity thereafter (Fig 64a).   “In Captivity 
April 1941 - May 1945” (Fig 64b) is a wonderful personal account by Ken Willmot, as is Elvet Williams’ 
gritty “ArbeitsKommando” (Fig 64c) and Frank Gill’s rather bitter “A Letter to my Daughter”.  
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Figs 74b & c:  Excellent first-hand accounts of the Greek Campaign and subsequent captivity 
(Dad’s unwritten “parallel lives” - the story he never told) 

Fig 74a;  My primary source from the Greek 
Veterans themselves - the definitive work 
edited by Edwin Horlington (himself 
evacuated from Kalamata) 
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As he was instrumental in founding the Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek Campaigns, it is fitting that 
Edwin Horlington has the last word on this topic: 
 
“The City of Kalamata has pledged that it will ensure that an annual service is held at the memorial so that 
the Battle of Kalamata is not forgotten.  However, mayors and other elected representatives do change 
and they may well need gentle nudging and reminding.  This will fall upon ‘those who are left’ - that is, the 
children and grandchildren - since the original veterans of the campaign are, inevitably, getting fewer and 
fewer.” 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

    Fig 75a & b:  The Anglo-Greek Memorial at Kalamata 
(photograph courtesy of the Kalamata Tourist Office) 
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6 Appendices 
 
6.1 Sinking of the SS Slamat  (or - How Eric’s story may never have been told!) 
 
From a very recent article in the Birmingham Mail: 
 
“A BIRMINGHAM war hero who is the last survivor of a German bombing raid on Allied ships is to star in a 
blockbuster film which is to be made about the disaster.  
 
Former soldier George Dexter cheated death after three evacuation ships were sunk by the Luftwaffe on 
the same day, April 27 1941.  The 91-year-old was one of just eight men who managed to escape as both 
the Dutch SS Slamat and then the British destroyer HMS Wryneck were sunk under him in the Greek 
Mediterranean.  (HMS Diamond was also lost in the same action). The other 843 men onboard died in the 
attacks.” 
 
The troopship SS Slamat had delayed her departure from Navplion on the night of 26th/27th April (fatally, 
as it transpired) to embark as many evacuees as possible.  It is highly likely that if Eric and his team had 
been permitted to embark at Navplion on the 26th (see Page 27) they too would have boarded the Slamat, 
and at the time would have been very pleased and relieved to do so.  But then their story may have had a 
very different ending, indeed it may never have been told at all - they would most likely have been 
drowned.  (Some members of 221 AMES were evacuated from Kalamata on the COSTA RICA which was 
bombed and sunk but all luckily survived). 
 
There follows a detailed account of what happened next.  It is included here in full to help focus the mind,  
because this is where the end of the story might really have been - there but for the grace of God, and all 
that.  It sadly was the end of the line for a lot of men - by pure bad luck. 
 
This is an extract from “Greek Tragedy ‘41” by Heckstall-Smith and Baillie-Grohman, from the Chapter 
titled ‘The Sinking of the Slamat’. 
 
“When dawn broke on Sunday, 27th April, the transports SLAMAT and KHEDIVE ISMAIL with their 
escorts CALCUTTA, ISIS, HOTSPUR and DIAMOND, were steaming down the Gulf of Nauplia (i.e. away 
from the port of Navplion where that had evacuated troops the previous night). They were still many miles 
the wrong side of latitude 37 degrees North (the furthest range of possible protection from R.A.F. fighter 
aircraft based in Crete). Indeed, they were so far north of that position that for the first hours of daylight, 
they continued on their way without sighting the dawn patrol of Stukas which was searching for them a 
good deal further to the south. 
 
It was about seven o'clock when the lookouts on CALCUTTA's bridge sighted enemy planes, and her 
alarm bells sounded ‘Action Stations'. Captain Lees immediately altered course to take station between 
the two transports so as to give them the maximum protection. DIAMOND, ISIS and HOTSPUR increased 
to full speed and dashed ahead to throw up a barrage in front of the Stukas as they came diving in. 
 
Since SLAMAT was the largest ship, she became the attackers first target. Again and again, the Stukas 
went for her. And again and again, the barrage from the escorts threw the bombers off their aim. 
 
CALCUTTA was surrounded by near-misses and lurched and rocked to the repercussion of the bombs 
exploding round her. Lying between the two merchantmen, she was a floating anti-aircraft battery. Her 
duty was to protect her charges at no matter what risk to herself. She was a proud ship with a fine record 
and before the war had been commanded by Cunningham when she was flagship of the West Indies 
Station. And since she had come to the Mediterranean in September 1940, she had taken part in a score 
of battles with the Luftwaffe while protecting convoys to Malta and along the North African coast, so that 
her gunners were experts. 
 
But that morning with the sky filled with weaving Stukas and Me.110s and l09s screaming in from all 
points of the compass, CALCUTTA's gunners, standing up against a hail of machine-gun and cannon fire, 
could not hope to drive off the enemy. 
 
Ten minutes after the attack started, two bombs struck the SLAMAT, one after the other. A great sheet of 
flame shot skywards from forward of her bridge, to be followed seconds later by a pillar of black smoke 
and flying chunks of metal and wood. 
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With no one left alive on her bridge or in her wheelhouse, the SLAMAT went out of control. Missing the 
CALCUTTA by feet only, she sheered wildly into the wind so that the fires burning on her fore deck, 
rushing aft, enveloped her in flames from stem to stern. The flames burned through the falls of her 
lifeboats so that they crashed into the water. A few boats were lowered, some empty, others filled with 
soldiers. Over her sides, the Australians jumped into the water, many with their clothes alight. The 
SLAMAT was finished.  
 
HOTSPUR was wing ship to port of the convoy, but since DIAMOND had spent so little time in the 
harbour at Nauplia the night before, she was nearly empty, and Lees ordered her back to rescue the 
survivors from SLAMAT. 
 
The main force of bombers now turned their attention to the KHEDIVE ISMAIL, while a few continued to 
go for the SLAMAT, diving down to spray her blazing decks with their cannons and machine-guns. 
 
Then, from out of the west the Ju.88s arrived to take over from the Stukas, and began a low-level attack 
on the KHEDIVE ISMAIL and the CALCUTTA. But although the water around them became a boiling 
cauldron of exploding bombs, the two ships steamed through it unharmed. 
 
It was just after nine o'clock when the last Ju.88 had unloaded its bombs that the crews of the 
CALCUTTA, ISIS and HOTSPUR saw three destroyers closing them at full speed from the south. They 
were WRYNECK, VENDETTA and WATERHEN, veterans of the V and W Class and a part of the Royal 
Australian Navy's Flotilla whose Captain ‘D’ was Waller of the STUART.  And at Pridham-Wippell's orders 
they were to take over screening the convoy so that HOTSPUR and ISIS could hurry on to Suda Bay to 
get rid of the soldiers crowding their decks. 
 
As soon as the newcomers were sighted, Lees signalled to Commander R. D. H. Lane in the WRYNECK 
to join DIAMOND in the task of picking up the survivors from the SLAMAT. For nearly an hour before, 
Lieutenant-Commander P. A. Cartwright, DIAMOND's captain, had called for help, reporting that he was 
being heavily dive-bombed and machine-gunned while carrying out his rescue work. 
 
By ten o'clock, when she was joined by WRYNECK, DIAMOND had already more than 500 soldiers and 
seamen on board. But there were still boats and rafts near the burning ship, and in them were about fifty 
soldiers and a few of SLAMAT's crew. These were quickly picked up by WRYNECK. Then, after 
DIAMOND had torpedoed the blazing transport, the two destroyers made off at twenty-five knots to rejoin 
the convoy. 
 

Stoker Petty Officer H. T. Davis, of H.M.S. Diamond . . . happened to glance up at the sun and saw a 
plane directly overhead. For a moment, he was uncertain whether it was friendly or not, for he knew that 
the skipper had asked for fighter protection. Besides, this particular plane appeared to him to have the 
same black-and-white wing markings as did our Hurricanes. 
 
The 3-inch gun's crew close by him had spotted the plane too, and from the way they were acting Davis 
reckoned that it must be a Hurricane. Shading his eyes, he looked around the clear blue sky above him 
and saw that several more planes were circling and wheeling overhead like buzzards. All of them had the 
same markings on their wings. Perhaps, he thought, the RA.F. really was in the right place at the right 
moment-for once! 
 
Then, as he glanced instinctively up at the sun directly above him before going to sleep, he saw the 
Messerschmitt. It seemed to be coming straight for him. As he jumped to his feet and shouted a warning 
to the gun's crew, he saw the little tongues of flame spurting from the plane's wings and heard the 
staccato hammer of its cannons and machine-guns. Then, he threw himself flat on the deck. 
 
The gun's crew never heard the plane, for it came gliding down with its engine switched off. They never 
heard Davis's warning either, for that matter. At least, not in time to act upon it. But Davis heard their cries 
as they fell wounded and dying around their gun. He heard, too, the cries and groans of the soldiers all 
round him as the Messerschmitt's fire raked DIAMOND's crowded decks. But those cries were soon 
muffled by the scream of a diving Ju.88 and the high-pitched whistle of falling bombs. 
 
The first bomb did not hit the DIAMOND. It grazed her port side and burst as it struck the water. The 
explosion shattered her hull just forward of the upper mess deck which was crammed with 'Diggers'. Less 
than two hours ago, Davis had shepherded them below to drink hot cocoa and eat hunks of bread and 
cheese. When the bomb burst, most of them were asleep on the deck or sprawled across the mess 
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tables, grateful for the food and thankful to be alive. The jagged chunks of metal from the destroyer's thin 
plating cut through those sleeping men like blunt scythes, killing them and maiming them hideously. 
 
The second bomb went down into the after end of the engine-room, and the explosion brought the after 
mast and funnel crashing to the deck and hurled a score of soldiers overboard. Steam gushed in all 
directions and geysers of scalding water poured down on the wounded men and the sailors fighting to 
launch the Carley floats and rafts over the side. 
Through the smoke, steam and the pitch darkness, Davis made his way blindly to the engine-room. 
Helped by one of the stokers left alive, he shut off No.2 and 3 boilers. Then, followed by one or two 
others, he climbed back on deck to find that No. 1 boiler was still trying to steam. Releasing the upper 
deck emergency valves and opening the hatches, he shouted to the men to come up from the boiler room. 
 
DIAMOND was sinking fast by the stern with her bows rearing high out of the water. For a second, as he 
stood poised to jump, Davis heard another plane screaming down at his ship and saw the bombs leaving 
its belly turning over and over, the sun on glinting their fins as they fell. One of those bombs landed on 
Diamond's torpedoes. 
 
WRYNECK was hit within a few seconds of DIAMOND. And like DIAMOND's, WRYNECK's crew were 
fooled by the friendly markings on the wings of the fighter that came gliding down out of the sun to sweep 
her bridge and decks with cannon and machine-gun fire. In fact, they were taken so completely by 
surprise that her 4-inch guns never had a chance to come into action because their crews were all killed 
or wounded in a matter of seconds. 
 
But some of her close-range guns opened up even before the Alarm sounded on the bridge. And one of 
them was manned by Leading Seaman Fuller, who after being shot through the belly and thigh, kept on 
firing until the ship sank under him. 
 
When the Alarm sounded, Mr. Waldron, the Warrant Engineer of WRYNECK, was down in his cabin. He 
was in his shirt sleeves for he had just finished putting a wounded Australian officer to bed in his bunk. 
The clatter of the Alarm synchronized with the whistle of the first bomb which exploded close alongside 
causing the ship to list so violently that Waldron was thrown off his feet. And the first bomb was quickly 
followed by a second which burst underwater on the port side abreast of Waldron's cabin. It blew in the 
ship's side and filled the tiny cabin with splinters of flying metal. 
 
Waldron felt them ripping through his shirt and cutting deep into his back. And as he scrambled to his feet, 
he saw that his tattered shirt was soaked with blood. He was trying to stem the bleeding when a stick of 
three bombs struck the WRYNECK in quick succession. The light in the cabin flickered and went out, so 
that he knew that his engine-room had been hit and the dynamos wrecked. 'I'll be back for you,' he 
shouted over his shoulder to the wounded 'Digger' as he picked up his jacket and ran out of the cabin. 
 
There was a similarity to the pattern of the Germans' attack on DIAMOND and D WRYNECK, and they 
carried both out with such precision that they appeared to have been perfectly rehearsed. Like DIAMOND, 
WRYNECK had her port side forward blown in by a bomb which reduced the stokers' mess, filled with 
soldiers and ratings, to a shambles of dead and mutilated men. WRYNECK, too, received a direct hit in 
her engine-room which burst her steam pipes and  wrecked her dynamos. Both ships were hit by the 
same number of bombs. And both sank within a few minutes of each other. 
 
WRYNECK remained afloat long enough for Waldron, with the help of E. R. A. Gordine, R.N.R., to wrestle 
with the valves and throttles in the engine-room and finally open the emergency safety valves on deck. 
 
Then, weakened to the point of collapse through loss of blood, Waldron even made time to go back to his 
cabin to keep his promise to the Australian. He found him lying helpless in a pool of fuel oil with his legs 
smashed. Putting a lifebelt on him, Waldron half dragged and half carried the soldier to the upper deck 
and laid him gently on a raft. 
 
And then, scarcely conscious of what he was doing, WRYNECK's Engineer Officer made his way aft 
along the port side upper deck which was by then awash. Almost automatically, he made sure that the 
hatches were closed and properly secured. But the deck was slippery with fuel oil and Waldron's arms 
were too weak to hold him to the guard rail so that he slipped over the side. Mercifully, he just cleared the 
propellers thrashing wildly and uselessly at the air as WRYNECK plunged bows first under the sea. 
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Gordine followed Waldron over the side, and as he jumped he saw a Messerschmitt sweep down to 
machine-gun the men swimming away from the ship. In a quarter of an hour it was all over. DIAMOND 
and WRYNECK had sunk, and the last plane, its ammunition spent, had headed back to its base. 
 
Where the destroyers had gone down a huge patch of dark brown oil spread like a pall over the blue water 
of the Gulf of Nauplia. And in it floated the torn corpses of the dead, wrecked and upturned boats, balks of 
timber, lifebelts, sodden loaves of bread, broken oars, rolled hammocks and shattered pieces of furniture. 
In it swam those who were still alive and those who were soon to die by drowning. Hundreds of men 
coated in oil. Men crying for help, coughing and retching to free their bursting lungs of the bitter crude oil 
that choked them. Men screaming in terror. Men praying to live. Men longing for death to release them 
from the agony of the burning oil seeping into their wounds. Men clutching at chunks of wreckage that 
slipped from their grasp. Men of high courage, who without thought for themselves, fought to save their 
wounded shipmates. 
 
Such a man was Lieutenant-Commander Cartwright. Stoker Petty Officer Davis saw him sitting on a raft 
crowded to its limit with sailors from his ship. As two more ratings grabbed at the lifelines, Cartwright dived 
off the raft and swam quietly away. 
 
There were a number of rafts and Carley floats drifting in that growing patch of oil, and few of them carried 
survivors. On one of them was Commander Lane of the WRYNECK, with two of his R.N.V.R. sub-
lieutenants, Jackson and Griffiths, and his midshipman, Peck. Able Seaman Taylor helped to haul them 
on to the raft. They were all badly wounded and coated in oil. For a little while they clung to the raft. As it 
rolled in the rising sea, they slipped off it, too weak to hold on any longer. 
 
Mr. Waldron, after floating in his lifebelt for half an hour, was hauled on to a raft. Later, he was taken into 
WRYNECK's whaler which had been lowered soon after she was first hit. Two Carley floats were taken in 
tow, and the whaler continued on its slow search amongst the debris and the dead for the living. Its crew 
paddled around until both rafts were fully laden and until she had twenty-three men on board, including a 
troop sergeant-major of the Gunners and Leading Seaman Fuller. 
 
That night when darkness fell, Waldron, Fuller and Gordine and forty-nine sailors, together with eight 
soldiers were all who had survived from the three ships. 
 

  
 

                    Fig 76a:  HMS Diamond             Fig 76b:  HMS Wryneck 
 

 
 

Fig 76c:  SS Slamat 
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In September of this year (2010) - by yet another unexpected and amazing coincidence - I was honoured 
and delighted to meet George Dexter in person at the Brotherhood Reunion in Lichfield.  Still a survivor, 
after all these years! 
 
 
6.2 A final poem that sums it all up 
 
By Estelle Lumb (Lancaster) 
 
From her book “Please Remember”, published for the National Arboretum benefit fund: 
 
 

Retreat from Greece 

 

Convoys crawling round rough mountains 

Tail-lights glimmering in the blackness 

Lorries falling into chasms 

Daylight bringing screaming Stukas 

 

A single bomber coming over 

Two ambulances seeking cover 

A clump of trees, a lorry hidden - 

This one full of ammunition 

 

Torn branches, stripped of springtime greenness 

Hung with little bits of bandage 

Limbs, intestines, whiteness, redness 

Like the spruce festooned at Christmas 

 

The Royal Navy sailing swiftly 

Hero, Hasty, Havock, Hotspur 

Isis, Kingston, Wryneck, Griffin 

Decoy, Diamond and Defender 

 

Convoys leaving. Slamat blazing 

Ulster Prince in flames at Navplion 

Hellas burning at Piraeus 

Packed with wounded and civilians 

 

Soldiers waiting for the Navy 

Patiently at Kalamata 

Cooks and butchers, clerks and bakers 

Driving Germans from the harbour 

 

Thousands snaking down the beaches 

Four destroyers sending whalers 

Boats and scrambling nets, rope ladders 

Morning: orders to surrender 

 

Acres of prisoners lacking shelter 

Meagre food, infected water 

Cases of dysentery spreading rapidly 

Soon diphtheria and malaria 
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Hot sun beating, starved men marching 

Weakest dropping, guards dispatching 

Bootless feet and wounds to carry 

Beaten Greeks who show compassion 

 

Locomotives pulling wagons 

Human cargo tightly herded 

Lice, foul air, poor sanitation 

Darkness, heat, deceased companions 

 

Thirst and hunger, fear and anger 

Nervy guards with ready guns 

Harsh punishment for all defiance 

Greece in 1941 
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7 Research Archives 
 
To be found under C:\Documents and Settings\Noah\My Documents\BOOK PROJECT\RESEARCH 
ARCHIVES: 
 
Ref 1: C:\Documents and Settings\Noah\My Documents\BOOK PROJECT\RESEARCH 
ARCHIVES\2011 ERIC KAY (39Mb) 

 


